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I. GENERAL CONFERENCE PROGRAM:

1. Opening Ceremony: 
 21 November 2014, 17.00: European University of Tirana (UET)

2.  Salon of the University Books 2014 (Social Sciences)
 21-22 November 2014 European University of Tirana (UET)

3.  Conference party
 21 November 2014, 19.00 
 Henri ÇILI
 European University of Tirana (UET)

4.  Presentations, by Thematic Sessions: TS01-TS15; 
 22 November 2014: 09.00-14 00 
 European University of Tirana (UET)

5.  Closing Ceremony, Certificates of Participation and Certificates of Appreciation
 21 November 2012: 14.00

The Conference Issues:
Conference Book (Proceedings): Albanian Institute of Sociology & European University 
of Tirana
Special Issue of “Social Studies”: Albanian Institute of Sociology (AIS)
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III. OPENING CEREMONY & WELCOME ADDRESS:

21 November 2014, 17.00
European University of Tirana, Albania

Moderator:
Lekë SOKOLI
UAMD Albania; Albanian Institute of Sociology (AIS)
President of the Albanian Sociological Association (ALBSA)

Welcome to Tirana and UET
Tonin GJURAJ
Rector of European University of Tirana (UET)
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With, 
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Salon of the University Books 2014 (Social Sciences)
Valbona NATHANAILI
UET Press
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“Philosophical Culture and Mysticism: Values & anti-values” 
Author: 
Servet PËLLUMBI, Academic Director of Albanian Institute of Sociology

Book reviewers:

Nora MALAJ
Vice-Minister, Ministry of Education and Sport, Albania
Vice President of the Albanian Sociological Association (ALBSA)

Lekë SOKOLI
UAMD Albania; Albanian Institute of Sociology (AIS)
President of the Albanian Sociological Association (ALBSA)
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THEMATIC SESSION 01:

COMMUNICATION, CULTURE AND ARTS

N°AIS Tirana 2014-8701

Law as History? 
Law as Culture?

Csaba VARGA
Pazmany Peter Catholic University, Hungary

E-mail: varga@jak.ppke.hu

Every regime of law has a characteristic form of appearance, which facilitates its 
recognition and identification, and, thus, its use as a basis of reference to or justification 
for processes relying on the law. This appearance can take multifarious forms, mostly 
connected with (1) the usual customary course of social practice, (2) the decisions 
made by authorities acting in the name of the law, and (3) a certain way and form of 
enactment by the bodies competent to pass laws. In contemporary Western culture, the 
law is generally regarded as an enacted normative text. At the same time, law is also an 
integral and, in extreme cases, dominant factor of the culture of society. What is more, 
it also conveys culture, because it is, as legal culture itself, basically a derivative of the 
general behavioural, communication-based and, in the first place, political culture of 
society. As a relatively autonomous component of social culture, it shapes the culture 
of society as a whole. In history, law taken as a mere instrument has a relatively free 
scope of movement, for there is no equivalence between means and ends. Different 
means can serve the same social end with equal or, at least, similar efficiency, depending 
on the established traditions, habits and stimulations. The jurist as an engineer of the 
formal mechanism of influencing and mediating within society, by working in the 
present, labours for the future. In this sense, the object and also the issue of his or her 
work is history.

Keywords: Understanding of the Term “Law”, Law as History, As Culture, As Instrument
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N°AIS Tirana 2014-1101

Ornamentics in the Popular Dressings of Gjirokastra 
and its Provinces

Arjan ZURBO
Avni Rustemi School, Tirana, Albania

E-mail: arjanzurbo@gmail.com

It is said, that he who knows how to understand and construct the figurative sing 
language, is capable in many directions. Figuratively is the first tool, of the human 
communication. The human soul through the laboratory of its artistic sub conscience has 
since the ancient times built, in paganism simple but also symbolic figures. The popular 
soul in decorations and motives, has expressed the pathos for the beauty of the landscape, 
where it lived and created. The mainly alpine nature of the southern Albania has dictated 
livestock economy. The popular dressings with their typological structure have their most 
appealing feat, the artistically-esthetic structure with the form of the figurative elements 
in the content of the popular decoration. This entirety of ornamental motives is reviewed 
inside the term ornamentics. Researchers like A. Gjergji, M. Krasniqi, A. Stipçeviç, 
M.Tirta, D. Statovci, I. Bihiku, A.Bido, etc., have treated the ornamentics symbolic 
content and a bit less the artistic figuration meaning the core of popular ornamentics. 
The power of the beautiful, popular southern costume, with its types and subtypes, has 
multiplied thanks to the surprising full of aristocratic byzantine icon finesse ornamentics. 
On the traditional dressing ornamentics we will try to clarify its complexity in Gjirokastra’s 
dressings, the artistic-esthetic function in the decorative systems, as a main tool, in the 
dressings, lyrical-epic nature, and personalization. Symbolism, as content and social side 
of the decorations, and after a summary we will highlight the bibliography.

Keywords: Ornamentics, Decorations, Motives, Simbolics

N°AIS Tirana 2014-4501

Branko Merxhani – Maker of Contemporary 
Intellectual Review in ‘30-ies

Naime BEQIRAJ
Public University of Peja, Kosovo

E-mail: naimebeqiraj@hotmail.de

The horizon of dedication of the entire journalism of Merxhani is Review. With 
almost the unique and substantial gift to create the mentality of an Review, Merxhani 
with his knowledge, dedication and ideas, specifies this Medium as an idea that leads 
beyond a mere Journalism; because his periodical journalism, despite prevailing illiteracy 
reigning Albania in those days, composed wide range of readership. He created the 
Reviews with the plan, project, idea, fantasy, with clear socio-political aims and with the 
selected profile, almost unique. But above all, Reviews that have been edited by Branko 
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Merxhani possessed a character. Therefore, if one may determine the Reviews that he 
led, they may be freely denominated as first Intellectual Press. Given all problems the 
Journalism coping with in those time, with all wandering from one medium to another, 
Branko Merxhani did not resign Journalism despite diverse prohibitions. He created 
Mediums and gathered the best Journalistic and Literary Pens of those years.

Keywords: Branko Merxhani, Contemporary, Intellectual, Review

N°AIS Tirana 2014-6701

Media Globalization, 
Censorship in the Media and “Erdogan Case”

Votim HANOLI 
European University of Tirana, Albania
E-mail: votimhanoli@hotmail.com

In a consumer society where globalization is exercising its influence, political 
marketing is similar to commercial marketing, since political organizations as well as those 
of the commercial sector, aim at attracting audiences of which support (electoral support) 
is requested, using massive communication channels, in a competitive environment 
where every citizen has the opportunity to choose between a very large number of 
product “brands”. One of the dangers that media coverage presents is the integrity of 
the government, where corruption without speculation is alleged to be more likely to 
flourish when those in power do not have any reason to fear exposure. This study aims at 
displaying that a media which is financially compromised may be ethically compromised 
as well, otherwise it is controlled or censured. That’s why the risk is not only related to the 
corruption of the government and business but also to the corruption of journalism itself.

Keywords: Censorship, Media Globalization, Business-Government, Media Authority

N°AIS Tirana 2014-7201

Jurgen Habermas: The Public Sphere and the Democracy

Enkelejda HAMZAJ 
Marin Barleti University - Tirana, Albania

E-mail: ledihamzaj@yahoo.it

The concepts of democracy and public sphere are closely related to each other. 
The public sphere and its role affects on the construction and the development of the 
democracy. For centuries were conducted wars, revolutions, totalitarian regimes are 
overthrown, in order that contemporary societies live free in democracy. Although 
according to Habermas public sphere arises when a public private people opened a critical 
and rational debate on political issues in order to influence public authority, in the period 
we live it takes another form. Today with the transformation of the political systems, 
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politicians and mass media, we see a public sphere distanced from its main purpose: 
to being active and critical towards politics and politicians. Although in democratic 
societies each individual enjoys freedom of thought and action, he becomes a simply 
onlooker interested on the spectacle that was create specially for him. The public sphere 
would be one group of people who will argue for collective problems and will decide 
by considering the role of the authorities. This should be an ideal model of democracy 
where people’s needs, their discussion and decision making will translate into something 
institutional. If freedom of democracy is freedom of dialogue, the public sphere requires 
people to communicate and interact more and more with each other in view of individual 
responsibility and collective responsibility.

Keywords: Public Sphere, Democracy, Dialogue, Institutions

N°AIS Tirana 2014-8501

Pupils’ attitudes in solving the problem 
of communicating with the teacher

Lulzime LUTFIU KADRIU
State University of Tetova- Faculty of Philosophy, Macedonia

E-mail: lulzimekadriu@live.com

Abdulla BALLHYSA
Aleksander Xhuvani University of Elbasan,

Faculty Human Sciences, Albania
E-mail: abdullaballhysa@yahoo.com

The process of communication in education is the focus of interests, research and 
application of pedagogical theory and practice, while authorizing thoughts, visions 
and attitudes in the process of education. The issue of attitude is very important both 
for the teacher and the learner, because the quality of their attitudes is tied to their 
behavior, which further establishes the relationship between the teacher and the learner. 
Even though communication represents a fundamental process in the educational 
process, between learner and teacher, frequently problems occur. At times when the 
problems occur in the classroom, we must first examine the reasons of occurrence 
and after that apply the solutions. The learner is an individual that progresses and 
changes in accordance to the educational aims. The success in communication during 
their educational process is maintained by the learner, by personal characteristics, and 
the experience they have had at home, with family, and from attitudes and thoughts 
of learners for their teacher and from the manner of how the learners’ perceptions 
are regarding the teachers’ personality and behavior. The study is conducted through 
empirical and theory. Its’ main aim is to examine learners attitudes when solving 
problems while communicating with the teacher. This aim is made more concrete 
with the task of concluding the best and most effective manner of solving problems 
between learners and teachers.

Keywords: Communication, Pupils’ Attitudes, Teacher, Solving the Problem
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N°AIS Tirana 2014-9301

Legal Reform Impact to Universities

Kseanela SOTIROFSKI
University Aleksander Moisiu - Durres, Albania

E-mail: nelasotiri@yahoo.com
 

Nora MALAJ
Ministry of Education and Sport, Albania

E-mail: noramalaj@yahoo.com

Albanian universities are about to enter a period of radical change. This paper 
considers the reforms expected of a new Universities Act currently before parliament 
and a set of institutional mergers. When passed, the new act will provide universities, 
change their relationship with the government in several ways, affect university 
governance arrangements, and alter the relationship between staff and their university 
employers. Although these reforms will be radical for the university sector itself, many 
of the changes will be all but invisible to those outside the sector. The change that will 
be noticed is the creation of the new University system. The new university will be 
highly visible to all as it tries to meet the government’s aspirations for it to become a 
world-class university.

Keywords: Legal Reform, University, Government

N°AIS Tirana 2014-9501

Cultural and Literature Values 
in Modern Society According to the Magazine Shêjzat

Rovena VATA
Center for Albanian Studies - Tirana, Albania

E-mail: rovena_vata@hotmail.com
 
The objects of this study are the cultural and literature values of Koliqi and Camaj 

in the magazine “Shêjzat”. Two Albanian personalities who based on the causes and 
circumstances were obliged to live abroad of their homeland. In our case, they are both 
co-founders of the magazine “Shêjza”, which for 18 years became the biggest organ in 
spreading the Albanian culture, tradition, literature, history and mentality. It was an all-
inclusive magazine, full of literary creativity, recessions, and papers in honour of the most 
famous Albanian and foreign personalities, historical documents, facts on vital events of 
the Albanian world, everything in favour of Albania and of the Albanians.

Keywords: Albanology, Culture, Language, History of the Albanian Educative System, 
“Kanun’s norms”, Folk Epics
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N°AIS Tirana 2014-11301

European Theatre as a bridge of communication 
with Albanian identity

Ermira YMERAJ
University “Luigj Gurakuqi” - Shkoder, Albania

E-mail: ymeraje@hotmail.com
 
Ethnocentrism, as a phenomenon in the literature, although later in our literature, 

at the outset, is a phenomenon of Western literature Typical of ethnocentrism of Anton 
Harapi it is not the support of epic match with himself and another, as in the “Eposi i 
kreshnikeve” and the “Lahuta e Malcis” of Fishta. The Harapi ethnocentrism is related 
to political awareness and the need for affirming identity through an action that should 
present a decent degree of civilization “Balkan Café” of Begzad Baliu, treats the drama of 
“European identity of Albanians”, stoping at the bad luck caught at Europan wire. Theatre 
communicates not only with Albanians in the Balkans, but also with the international 
public opinion. Europe has two moral dimensions, ideo-political and mythic-historical.

Keywords: Europe, European, Albanians, Identity, West-East

N°AIS Tirana 2014-11801

The Citizens Perceptions of NGO-s in Integration Process

Arian DEDEJ
University Aleksander Moisiu - Durres, Albania

E-mail: ariandedej@hotmail.com

The role of civil society is becoming more important in the democratization processes 
of a country. Doubtless, a great support and a greater support of the civil society are 
needed for the integration of Albania to European Union. NGOs have the duty to 
be the main engine of this process. If Croatiaës good example of the itinerary to EU 
would be followed, the important role of civil society to this objective will be observed. 
Albania has experienced one of the faulliest dictatorships in Eastern Europe. For about 
20 years, Albania is passing through a transition period to the European Unionës 
democracy. One of the mos important criterai to fullfil this aims is the development and 
the consolidation of civil society, whose heart is the non profit organizations. The story 
of NGO-s and civil society in Albania can not be compared to that of the other countries 
although the communist ones. This phenomenon has influenced the organization and 
the development of civil society and also to Albanian democracy. The experience shows 
that the acors and the civil society organizations may have an important and determinant 
role to strengthening the democracy and to the integration process. NGOs are a necessary 
sectoring a democratic society. Although the firot NGO-s in Albania were created after 
the communism crash they became important in figures and activities. The continuous 
democratic development is depended by the force and organisation of such important 
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sector, but may be more by the collaboration between the NGO-s and the other sectors 
of Albanian society. For this reason, a questionnaire which measured the citizens views 
aborts the role and the impact of civil society to such an important process is constructed.

Keywords: NGO, Civil Society, European Union

N°AIS Tirana 2014-12001

Advertising Wearout; Estimating Advertising Longevity

Kled KAPEXHIU
European University of Tirana, Albania
E-mail: kled.kapexhiu@uet.edu.al

The declining effectiveness of advertising, or the Wearout, is one of the main 
causes of poor return on marketing investment in media planning. Understanding and 
controlling its impact is essential to generic advertising and especially TV ads. In order to 
gain a broader view on why the response generated by TV advertising tends to decrease 
over time, this research examines the theories incorporating Wearout from a marketing 
management, consumer behavior and psychological point of view. The characteristics 
it shows during airing time are examined. Findings indicate that advertising focused on 
promotional advertising tend to get lower viewer response over time, whereas brand 
awareness ads might achieve a longer life cycle. Saturation of media spending in a short 
period of time is found to diminish advertising effectiveness as well. Implications on 
how to achieve a stable media planning impact and retain ads’ likeability rate over time, 
are proposed and suggestions for further research are presented.

Keywords: Advertising, Wear Out, Life Cycle
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N°AIS Tirana 2014-3702

Social Consequences of Italian Laws on Immigration; the Albanian 
Migrationts a Paradigm from Emergency to Inclusion

Antonio CINIERO
International Center of Interdisciplinary Studies on Migration (ICISMI)

Università del Salento, Italy
E-mail: antonio.ciniero@unisalento.it

The impact of immigration on Italian society is a structural phenomenon at least 
forty years. Never the less, since the 90s, governments return cyclically to talk about 
immigration emergency. Exactly in 1991, at the arrival of the Albanian cargoship 
“Vlora” in the port of Bari, the idea of so-called emergency enters the repertoire of 
political, legislative and media language. It returns in 1997, in the case of Kosovar 
citizens; after September 2001, towardmigrants of Muslimfaith; in 2007, when the 
number of peoplearriving from Romania increases; in 2011, whenit’slaunched the 
legislative decree “Emergenza Nord Africa”. 

This emergency management of migration has had and continues to have 
important consequences: on the politicallevel, a continous emergency, focused mainly 
on securitarian and control aspects, affects the production of ordinary legislation 
on immigration, to the detriment of legislative programming, social inclusion and 
recognition of rights; on economic level, this situation makes unprotected and more 
vulnerable migrants, exasperating the precarious conditions of life and work. On 
social level, it creates stereotypes, fear and even xenophobic attitudes among the local 
population, especially through mass media campaigns. Paradigmaticis the case of the 
Albanian citizens in Italy, considered an emergency until the early 2000s but after one 
of group better integrated in the Italian context today. The paper reconstructs this 
transition and analyzing the consequences of Italian laws on migration process and 
social inclusion of Albanians in Italy, both during the phase of exclusion, both during 
the phase of progressive inclusion.

Keywords: Emergency, Migration Law; Social Inclusion; Albanian Citizens

THEMATIC SESSION 02:

POPULATION & MIGRATION
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N°AIS Tirana 2014-5102

Push and pull factors of Albanian immigration

Jeta GOXHA
Department of Law, University “Pavaresia”,

Faculty of Economics and Social Sciences – Vlore, Albania
E-mail: jeta.goxha@unipavaresia.edu.al

Migration is already transformed in a global phenomenon that in one form 
or another touches all countries around the world. Dimensions and its impact are 
significant as in the social and individual aspects. Flow of Albanian migration, is a 
concrete example of this concept. Migration is one of the most important economic 
and social phenomena that have involved our country in the past two decades. After 
the change of regime in 1990, Albania experienced a long and difficult period of 
transition, which encouraged immediately the immigration. A considerable part of the 
Albanian population left the country, which was accompanied by a large of urban-rural 
migration. This paper aims to examine one of the important attributes of the dynamics 
of population, the migration. It is one of the main and significant phenomena of the 
Albania transition that has brought economic social, cultural and society consequences.
The study focuses on the analysis of contemporary migration, its causes and the 
consequences push and pull factors.

Keywords: Migration, Development, Global Phenomenon, Poverty

N°AIS Tirana 2014-5102

The Impact of Law on the Immigration Dynamic; 
a Case Study on the Italian Context

Brunilda ZENELAGA (SHEHU)
University Aleksander Moisiu - Durres, Albania

E-mail: brunazenelaga@gmail.com

Ledia KASHAHU (XHELILAJ)
University “Aleksander Moisiu” Durrës, 

Faculty of Education, Department of Pedagogy, Albania
E-mail: kashahuledia@yahoo.com

Selim SHEHU
University “S&P Qiriazi”- Durres, Albania

E-mail: selimshehu@hotmail.com

The paper aims to analyze the impact of host country laws and polities on the 
immigration dynamic. Using secondary data, a diachronic overview has been developed 
on the Italian context. The dynamic of Albanian immigration has been analyzed starting 
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from Foschi Law on 1986 until Maroni Law (Pacchetto di Sicurezza) on 2009. Statistical 
reports about Albanian immigration in Italy shows that the Italian immigration laws 
and polities strongly influence immigration dynamic. They influence the immigrants’ 
integration to the host country, the family migration features, the social cohesion, etc., 
creating always new dimensions for social changes.

Keywords: Immigration Dynamic, Italian Legislation, Albanian Immigrants, Social Changes 
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This study argues that the Thomasian Project 4 beneficiaries experienced an 
upward social mobility and improved quality of life after the program. The Central 
Student Council has institutionalized a project that will enable selected marginalized 
high school students obtain college education in University of Santo Tomas. This 
became known as the Thomasian Project 4 which officially started in academic year 
2005-2006. It is a set of tutoring review classes that has institutionalised collaboration 
with one of UST’s scholarship programs, – The Student Assistant Scholarship known 
as San Lorenzo Ruiz Scholarship program which offers free tuition fees and allowance. 
The recipients are able to study in UST, as one of the prestigious universities in the 
Philippines. With this, they get an opportunity to acquire social mobility through 
education. This study is to examine whether the beneficiaries of the said program 
were able to experience changes in their family, particularly on their financial stability 
and other related matters as basis of social mobility.This aims to show the impact and 
effectiveness of TP4 to its beneficiaries. Using qualitative research, analysis of the data 
revealed that TP4 has been an effective way for marginalized students to obtain a 
quality education and acquire social mobility through scholarship. Results show that 
early batches were successful in their respective fields. The study’s significance is to 
motivate TP4 to continue with their program. 

Keywords: Scholarship, Access to Education, Poverty, Equity, Social Mobility
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Writing Ability of Students of Preschool Education 
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Writing ability through description of daily activities of 135 students of Faculty 
of Education in Pristine was researched. In this research, students of the third year of 
studies, respectively 71 students who attend preschool education program and 64 students 
of English language and literature were included. Statistical data obtained through the 
analysis of canonical discrimination and t-test show that there are significant statistical 
differences between tested students of the two programs in favour of students of preschool 
education program. It is recommended to continue with further research in the area 
of writing ability in order to increase attentive selection of students according to their 
abilities for the relevant programs of higher education.

Keywords: Writing Ability, Difficulties in Writing Ability, Success at Higher Education
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The right to be educated is a constitutional right, which is treated in duality: right-
task. The important role of education in a democratic society is reflected, even to the 
possibility of pluralism in education, which is essential for maintaining standards in 
this kind of society. Albanian Constitution and the European Convention have a rough 
sanctioning to report that parents should have, to implement this right. It is guaranteed 
to parents the right of selection of school they want for their minors’ children, but they 
have the obligation to pursue the fulfillment of compulsory education for them. The 
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state has an obligation to respect and protect the rights for education. This presupposes 
that the state should take steps through legislation or other mechanisms to ensure and 
prevent the violation of individual rights and freedoms by third persons. The purpose 
of this paper is to highlight the alignment of Albanian legislation with the European 
one and to explore on the rich practice of the European Court, aiming to improve the 
standards of teaching and conveying in critical and objective manner the information 
and knowledge included in the educational program. A country should show particular 
care to avoid any form of indoctrination in the curricula of school textbooks.

Keywords: Right to education, Parental obligations, the Albanian Constitution, the 
European Court, Pluralism
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Second language acquisition has recognized the value of classroom interactions 
among learners, between learners and teachers, and between learners and texts, 
for promoting language acquisition, particularly when these interactions involve 
negotiation of meaning (See Moss & Ross-Feldman, 2003). Problem Based Learning 
is a model, which moves from the isolated, teacher centered, teaching practices within 
the class, to the learning activities focused on the student. These activities are long-
term, interdisciplinary and integrated with real world issues and practices. One of the 
immediate benefits of this method is the high participation and motivation of students, 
achieved through their involvement in the process of direct and independent learning. 
PBL is useful in connecting knowledge to life outside the classroom, addressing real 
world problems and developing the characteristics needed to adapt to this life. Many 
of the skills acquired during this interdisciplinary learning process, are precisely those 
required to be owned today by every foreign language teacher. These include the 
ability to work together, to make decisions, to take initiatives and to solve complex 
problems through communication in a foreign language [English], adapting to cultural 
globalization. This paper presents an overview of this model of learning within the 
Albanian context, in teaching the crucial elements of Second Language Acquisition. 
It’s a long and challenging undertaking, but we [teachers] should move forward and 
try these new experiences out, however demanding they appear.

Keywords: Assessment, Pedagogy, Problem based learning [PBL], Skills development, 
multidisciplinary
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In this world of globalization education plays a major role despite age. One of the 
most important roles in qualification of people is played by foreign language learning being 
English, Italian, French, German and lately even Chinese language. In Albania foreign 
language learning shifted from learning to know to learning to speak a foreign language 
so from socialism to democracy education about foreign language teaching and learning 
has gone through different processes. For this reason we have a shift in foreign language 
teaching as well from teacher- centered classes to student -centered classes. The need 
for intercultural communication has brought different policies and aims on how should 
foreign language taught in our classes and defines clear goal of students. But what is the 
perception of teachers and students to these new policies. Are teachers trained enough and 
qualified enough to prepare students for the real world? What is the perception of high school 
and university students about these changing laws when English has become a priority? What 
kind of impact do these changes have in the curriculum of schools? In this paper is tried to give 
answer to these and some other questions as a case study of how foreign language is a 
taught in Albania. The need for acquiring without losing intercultural communication, 
language training of teachers and tasks for qualitative education.

Keywords: Intercultural Communication, Language Training, Qualitative Education
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The need for expansion of multicultural education is increasing, and for this 
reason the support of educational institutions and especially of the school is necessary 
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in order to raise the awareness of the young generation for coexistence in diversity 
and collaboration among individuals of different cultures. For this reason, we shall 
analyze in this paper not only the responsibility of school for informing and making 
aware the students for multiculturalism, but above all to point out to the values of 
every culture differing from other cultures, in order to compile a global project to be 
implemented in school. 

The school as institution is important to be committed for the development and 
implementation of a significant and contemporary project in curriculum, motivation 
and program level precisely for the fact that this model of education should result 
comprehensive. 

Only the school, as the main educational institution, through its systematic and 
developing role, can produce an eventual collaboration among various cultures. Only 
in this way can be overcome the problems of current teaching-educational system and 
can be addressed the global need of the Albanian society.

Keywords: School, Multiculturalism, Global Project, Awareness, Participation
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Topics we chose for treatment related to the inclusion of ICT in Albanian schools. 
Lately, we hear more about these new aspects of the school and we machinate idea to see 
what’s going on with 9-year-old. Computerizations of the school, the involvement of 
various technological tools are steps to be taken in the context of the latest technological 
developments in order to move schools to step up. But how realistic is it applied in 
primary schools and basic education? Perhaps the answer to this question requires a 
genuine scientific study but we have tried to bring practical examples of two schools 
(one in Durres and Tirana other). 

Our thesis was carried out because we aim to make a real presentation of the two 
schools that are peripheral but in different cities. This reflection consists precisely in the 
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context of information technologies. Our thesis is based on the following assumptions: 
ICT is not used in 9-year education system enough. ICT can make learning interesting. 
ICT focus on informatics laboratories and not in other school environments. ICT 
training does not take into account the real needs of teachers.

Keywords: Teaching, Teacher, Involvement, ICT
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The educational system isolation in Kosovo during the 90s, the lack of professional 
practices in teacher education faculties and lack of the changes and innovations of 
penetration in teaching from different countries of the world, made necessary organizing 
various programs for teachers training with contemporary teaching and learning 
methodologies. One of these programs for teachers’ vocational training is the program 
step-by-step. This program is organized and conducted by the Kosovo Education Center 
(KEC), where beneficiaries of this training are teachers, lecturers, education officers, 
professors and students of universities in Kosovo.

The content of this program is: learning methodology with child-centered teaching, 
innovative teaching approaches, the role of teachers and teaching strategies in the class 
with the child at the center, usage of the activities centers, communication with children, 
learning through games, cooperation with family and community. Methodology Step-
by-Step encourages students to become active and creative citizens, to be developed as 
an individual, and their emotional, social and physical development. So the advantage 
of this methodology is freedom of expression, students without fear and without 
hesitation will express their thoughts, ideas and knowledge.

In this way they are given sufficient opportunities in order to develop language 
cultures and student’s mental powers. Another advantage of this methodology of 
teaching lies in increasing the level of cooperation between teachers, students and parents 
as an important condition for the realization of complex objectives of educational work.

Keywords: School, Teachers, Professional Training, Step-By-Step Methodology
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The European Union envisages and handles the economic integration process 
through the creation of a unified system of higher education. As part of this aspect, 
which is vital for the future of this community, the Heads of Governments, supported 
by the recommendations of the Ministers of Education and Training, a year earlier 
in March 2005 in Brussels, laid down the requirement for the establishment of a 
European Qualifications Framework as a basic and separate document, which shall not 
only be implemented by member countries on a voluntary basis, without conditions 
and without obligation, but also to increase transparency and mutual trust that will 
first enable the creation of a clear framework of qualifications, at the national and 
sectorial level as referent to one another, and secondly, this system will enable the 
transfer of knowledge and skills for the citizens in the European area. Along with 
other important documents that are in effect, there is also a current legal basis for the 
European integration process of this area, and the terms and conditions stipulated 
therein have been adequately understood by Kosovo. 

So far, the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology have issued a series of 
important documents and a solid base for moving forward in this direction has been 
created. However, the situation is complicated when the time comes for these policies 
to be implemented in reality. 

Keywords: Qualifications Framework, Higher Education, Competence, Strategy, Integration
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The author has studied professional orientations of the senior pupils in 
comprehensive secondary schools of Ukraine (Kiev, Odessa) and out-of-school 
educational institutions. The research was conducted in September 2013 and related 
mostly to environmental education and environmental consciousness; therefore, special 
attention was paid to the so-called “human and nature” professions. The young adults 
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were asked about their motives and readiness to work in the sphere of ecology and nature 
protection. The research data indicates a strong readiness for solving real environmental 
problems among the students actively engaged in environmental practices due to the 
out-of-school environmental education system. 

It is safe to say that delivering environmental education in school systems can 
develop individuals with high environmental awareness, more positive environmental 
attitudes and responsible environmental behavior. Various educational techniques 
(ecologically oriented lessons and games, pro-environmental actions, etc.) may be 
applied to provide better environmental education programs, while career-guidance 
training may facilitate the choice of the profession of ecology and environmental 
management.

Keywords: Personal Self-Determination, Professional Self-Determination, The “Human 
and Nature” Professions, Ecologically Oriented Training
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The preschool serves as a service sector, which has the focus in providing children 
with the necessary knowledge, with sufficient skills then to engage in basic education. 
The development of this evaluating platform aims that in the conclusion of the 
assessment, to answer these questions: Is this program suitable for children of age 
5-6 years? Does it help the individual development in accordance with the potential 
of each child in six areas of development? 

The team work plan will be oriented that lies in these stages: a)obtaining permission 
for the development of study; b)randomly selecting 10% of the Regional Education 
Directorates in which will take place the study; c)securing permission from the primary 
caregivers of children; d)piloting of instruments; e)implementation of instruments; 
f)data collection; g)analysis of data; h)writing conclusions and recommendations; i)
communicating results and collection of proposals from participants.

Keywords: Preschool Education, Evaluation Platform, Educational Program, Work Plan
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Education is a process that doesn’t begin and end in the school, and is unlikely 
to be based only on the individual’s resources. The family, as the first institution of 
socialization has a determining role in the process of children’s education. On the other 
hand, the teacher and the school as institution, play a very important role in helping 
children to develop basen on their own opportunities and interests. Parental involvement 
in the education system in Albania is a new approach and not very widespread. Existing 
structures that involve parents in school life are the School Board, the School Parent 
Council, Class Council of Parents and Parents Association. These new approaches are 
very little studied and discussed by various stakeholders. This study aims to identify and 
analyze the cooperation between parents and academic staff, and the impact it has on 
academic performance and emotional growth. The research methodology is based on 
exploring different literature resources and semi-structured interviews with parents and 
teachers use the intentional sampling. Data analysis found that parental involvement 
in the education process affects the achievement of children’s higher results in school. 
There is a lack of information and awareness among parents about the importance of 
their involvement in school processes. Existing structures such as councils of classes do 
not perform roles and tasks as defined in the regulations which are not functional in 
their own. It is worth noting that in recent years, however, there is a growing trend of 
cooperation between parents and school faculty.

Keywords: Inclusion, Education, Academic Staff, Influential Academic Performance, 
Emotional Education Process
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Should we suppose that there is a link between education investment and the 
economic growth? According to the policy markers, the more we invest in education of 
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the new generation, the more we get paid back on the economical prospects. Viewing 
as a main human right or states-develop their policies of investment on education by 
complying with the job market too. In the same line with the economic growth there 
stands the lifelong education including different training strategies. We can say that 
there is a vice-versa phenomenon. 

If we get more and more qualified people, we get more investment on education. 
In Albania’s case the GDP is still low and the level of poverty is reasonable high. 
Investment on education is judged as the main priority sector of the NSSED (National 
Strategy for Social and Economic Development). A well-educated work force is crucial 
to the economic and social health of every state especially in today’s globalization 
prospects.

Keywords: Economic Growth, Investment on Education
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The purpose of this paper is the unification of the preuniversity education system 
of Albania and Kosovo. Issues of the harmonization of the 2011 Kosovo Pre-university 
curriculum framework and 2014 Albanian preuniversity curriculum framework will 
be compared with the 2013 French preuniversity curriculum framework with special 
emphasis on the “artistic and cultural education”(Le procours dëeducation artistique 
et culturelle, Paris, 2013).  

The ministry of Education and Sports of the Republic of Albania and the Ministry 
of Education, Science and Technology of Kosovo have agreed to unify the preuniversity 
education system and harmonize their respective curriculum frameworks. The ministries 
have signed the agreement on unification and the study programmes for pre univesity 
level. For the time being Kosovo is implementing the 2011 curriculum framework 
and Albania is in the process of approving its new curriculum framework. The paper 
will focus on the structure of the educations system, curriculum levels and fields, and 
subjects covered in respective levels and fields. 

The unification process intends to address the aims of the education reform to 
build a knowledge society. For the purpose of the unification, a Congress for unification 
of national education is proposed.

Keywords: Education, Pre-University Curriculum, Albania, Kosovo Education
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While the cultural debate is continuously growing, it is necessary to focus it on 
education as a key element of intellectual and social development of a society with a 
great impact on enlarging or narrowing down the gap between different social strata. To 
accomplish a holistic sociological approach on education issues, it is crucial to involve 
the contribution of teachers interested in social problems, one of whom is Herbert Kohl, 
with his book: “I won’t learn from you”. Students come to school from different cultural 
and other social backgrounds, and as such, expect acknowledgement of and respect for 
their dignity, identity and diversity. If this does not happen, they feel disrespected and 
humiliated, which results in, as Kohl states it, to the willed-not-learning. They decide 
to not-learn from teachers who do not respect their culture and dignity. Teachers see 
them as failures, but as Kohl emphasizes, there is an essential difference between willed 
not-learning and failing to learn: “Failure is characterized by the frustrated will to know, 
whereas not-learning involves the will to refuse knowledge”. While failure is one’s inability 
to learn, willed not-learning is the ability to not-learn, therefore, willed not-learners 
cannot be seen as failures, since they are not even given the chance to fail. As Kohl and 
other researchers argue, in order to ensure the active participation and development of 
everyone belonging to diverse backgrounds, educators should create family-like schools 
that foster understanding and appreciation of cultural diversity.

Keywords: Willed-not-learning, Culture, Education, Diversity
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On 16 November 1995, 40 schools from over 20 countries were virtually connected 
for a 24-hours online lesson marathon to exchange information, learn about each 
other, and communicate on issues such as sustainable development, children’s rights, 
tolerance an international dialogue. This simultaneous internet networking of students 
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– an initiative of UNESCO - was called the “Time project”. Since then, a new kind of 
education called “Education in Real Time” has emerged. Globalization is defined as a 
rapid transnational flow of people, goods and information; first and foremost the flow 
of information. Education in real time is primary in the Information Age. This paper 
refers to the features of the global education and the new challenge faced by educational 
institutions: how to educate a student with full access on information? But the main 
question remains the issue of inequality, as PISA and other standardized tests (TIMESS, 
PIRLS, to name a few) show clearly.

This paper provides a comparative analysis of educational systems, and the 
relationship with the process of economic development. The authors focus on comparing 
the education system and results of South Korea (the country which has experienced the 
fastest rates of economic growth ever achieved, and a ‘knowledge’ economic model) and 
Albania (a developing country, with many opportunities but modest results). The parallels 
are viewed in many issues, such as the resent history of the countries; the correlation of 
education with economic and political systems, traditional values, social statuses, and 
living standards; the correlations of education and community; the level of economic 
and social obsession/or pressure on education, etc. Many conclusions are drawn from the 
study of the South Korean Education experience – studied during the research expedition 
of summer 2014 –and compared with the Albanian experience.

Keywords: Real Time of Education, Standardized Tests, Comparative Analysis, South 
Korea, Albania
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The scientific task of this study is to reveal through qualitative methods whether the 
parenting styles are associated with academic achievement of students in grades 5th – 6th. 
To achieve this goal was studied the theoretical framework of Baumrind (1991), were 
interviewed teachers (N=9) and applied a measuring instrument (Robinson, Mandleco, 
Olsen, and Hart, 1995), which aimed at determining the parenting style of the parents 
(N= 36). Results showed that parenting styles are associated with students’ achievements 
and the style that most favours high accomplishments are that of authoritarian parents. 
Furthermore, the study found that negligent parents have children with poor results. 
According to teachers’ perception, parents’ demographic characteristics are associated 
with how parents parent, where the most salient feature which largely determines the 
parental approach is parents’ education.

Keywords: Parenting, Parenting Style, Academic Achievement, Demographic Characteristics
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Governance is currently a key issue not only for higher education institutions but 
for society as a whole. The way organisation are managed, the directions they take and 
the values they hold send clear signals about their role and functions in society. For 
this reason, the governance structures of universities were unquestioned for most of 
the twentieth century. During last year’s significant changes were starting to be felt in 
the higher education area. Greater accountability and more intense scrutiny from the 
outside meant that the traditional values of universities were being challenged. The task 
of universities, and for society as a whole, is to develop strategies that will retain the 
best of what universities have traditionally stood for while responding positively to new 
pressures and priorities. This paper will apply governance theory to the latest development 
in Albanian higher education system since 2007, in order to look into the interplay of a 
multitude of actors in the system.

Keywords: Accountability, Education Policy, Higher Education, Management, Organizational 
Efficiency, Public sector
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The progress in technology has made receiving and distribution of information 
much easier than the previous periods known as “before technology.” Technology 
contributes in the enrichment of the varieties of information. Today, we are witnesses of 
rapid changes and advancement in the field of science, technology, culture and society. 
Without doubt, this rapid expansion of changes caused by technology entered the 
process of education, also. Education is the most important factor of life. Innovations 
and progress in this field of society rely entirely on our readiness and seriousness to 
accept changes. Everyday changes are finalized with progressive processes in teaching 
and education. Relying on current data which show that in the modern times we now 
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live in, there is no such place for dogmatisms and old clichés, education has opened 
its’ doors to a new way of functioning and has approved and said “yes” to techniques 
and technology. No curriculum and no classroom instruction can be maintained 
without applying the new methods of teaching and technology, which facilitate 
obtaining information in general. The aim of this article is to therefore define the role 
of technology in education and in everyday communication, and will as mentioned 
previously, be based on the progressive research in the field, data comparison and 
our own experience. Using the comparative method and applying it to the period of 
before and after technology expansion, we come to the fact and conclude that a world 
without technology would have truly been impossible.
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The evaluation human society towards education or schooling are acquainted since 
the birth of Western civilization in ancient Greece, whereas one of the most prominent 
ancient philosophers, Plato, spoke about the importance of education in shaping state 
and wrote down at the entry Academy: “Do not enter if you’re not Geodesy”. Due to 
promotion of the progressive development of knowledge, European Enlightenment 
underlined an extraordinary importance by examining not only as a luxury for a short 
period of time and a part of the society but for the whole society and an unfailing 
sense the dialectic, as our human life itself. Thus at the moment when socio-economic 
processes in our country have created conditions for speeding up integration into 
European society, the focus appears is education, “Baggage and source” of all fields 
of knowledge. 

Since the products of this field require a period of time, all investments and related 
projects expected to appear decades later. Although, the paper is closely associated 
with the history and development of human thus, the following questions should be 
taken into consideration: How would society be without education? What direction 
will it take? Conditional on the role of education enlightened, all the answers can not 
overcome nurture an infinite darkness to nails in the district of primitive society. In 
this context, our paper will address several aspects related to education, this precious 
heritage of human society. In the dialectical unity of man with nature, in the vastness 
of time and space, and extends human ability to produce ideas and opinions that serve 
as a modern observatory during the historic journey.

Keywords: Education, philosophy, pedagogy, development, and modernization.
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One of the most important goals of the school is the success of all students, 
which presupposes the best achievement for every student within the knowledge, skills 
and habits. This requires an active role of teachers focused on their students and his 
responsibility for the success or failure of students. It requires deep modifications in 
the level of education, and above all, a greater coherence between moral principles and 
practical action plan. This study is focused on the value and aid issues in and outside of 
school. Not only students with special gifts, but every student expects more from the 
teacher. School auditor needs more affection and aid, understanding and respect, “soul” 
and empathy. Issues of dropouts, extreme cases of violence, failure of students, increased 
social issues in society, search the necessity of drafting and implementing strategies and 
aid projects in school. The study confirms the hypothesis that the application of aid 
strategies in school leads to minimizing the social problems and problems in learning, 
as well as enhancing the quality of training of students. Interaction and solidarity, 
reciprocity and aid result as important factors for physical, mental and spiritual health 
for individual and group.

Keywords: School Aid, Cooperation, Collaboration, Reciprocity, Aid Culture
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On the Structure of a Silent Putsch in Western Countries
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Constitution and law of a state with western design make it impossible to carry out 
a putsch due to their formal principles. A putsch is described as an event of any kind 
that forces the constitution and law in power to be given up. Despite the political and 
public opinion that such a putsch cannot happen, an empirical example from Austria 
shows that a putsch in the highly elaborated structure of legal institutions might already 
be a reality: a silent putsch due to political and governmental force. In my presentation 
the structure of a silent putsch in a country with western design will be demonstrated 
based on empirical material.

Keywords: Structure of Silent Putsch, Western Countries, Constitutional Principles, Political 
Force, Governmental Force
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Sharia and the West putatively appear to be unequally yoked. Introduction of Sharia in 
legal and political domains are greeted with cynicism that borders on militant repudiation. 
Overtures in political liberalism, even with developments of Rawlsian ‘Reasonable 
Pluralism’, prove inadequate in providing theoretical ebullience or to assuage practical 
concerns. In this talk, I argue that the failures to conceptualize possibilities for Sharia 
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and the West lies in the antimonies of political liberalism, alongside cognate concepts 
such as secularism and public reason. Furthermore, I survey resources germane to Islam 
and engage comparatively with prospective models of implementation. Despite rejecting 
‘comprehensive doctrines’ that rigidly enforce a particularized ethos of individualism and 
secularism, I argue that that corresponding strategies for the co-existence of both secular 
and religious spheres remain wanting. Advocates of such strategies, such as Habermas’s 
public sphere and communicative rationality, merely shift the foci of burden from the 
public sphere onto citizens cum believers who replay the theoretical antimonies on a 
different level, notwithstanding the non-resolution of these issues. Moreover, resistance to 
legal pluralism and dogmatic ratification of a single rule of law presents a false dichotomy 
that prevents meaningful pilot trials or experimental options. Correspondingly, I explore 
the potentialities of Sharia participation in the public sphere, and the larger nexuses 
of religion, state and politics. I invoke Islamic theorists operating on the threshold of 
(then) modernity such as Iqbal and Rida, and argue for viable models that defy charges 
of purported and unjustified perdition.

Keywords: Sharia, Pluralism, Secularism, Rawls, Iqbal
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The constitutional framework stipulates that the economic system in the Republic of 
Albania “…is based on the private and public property, as well as on a market economy 
and on freedom of economic activity.” The legal framework, which has been enacted 
pursuant to the Constitution, including Law no. 9121 of 28 July 2003 “On Competition 
Protection,”as amended, and the National Competition Policy, provides the tools to 
ensure the implementation of this constitutional principle. The Competition Authority 
is the responsible institution entrusted by the Law with free competition promotion and 
protection in the Albanian market. Ensuring real and fair market competition requires 
rigorous implementation of the entire legal framework on industrial property ownership 
rights, consumer protection, and unfair competition provisions in the Civil Code, tax 
and customs rules, etc., guaranteeing equal and non-discriminatory treatment of market 
players. Two important articles regulate the agreements and the dominant position of 
the companies in the market. Article 4 of the Law, like Article 101 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), prohibits any agreements the goal or 
consequence of which is to prevent, restrict or distort market competition. Article 9 of 
the Law prohibits any abuse by one or more undertakings of their dominant position, 
which can be in the form of high and unfair prices, discriminatory prices or conditions, 
refusal to provide services, etc.

Keywords: Competition Protection Law, Trade Market, Companies, Regulation
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Local elections process in Albania in years 2003, 2007, 2011, has demonstrated 
weakness in elections code and in the political system in Albania. OSBE recommendations 
regarding reforms in political system and especially the recommendations for the next 
local elections force the majority governance to important orientations to reform and go 
ahead the political system. The main aim of this study is to identify the impact of the new 
territorial division on the political strongholds based on the fact that the vote in rural zones 
is greater than that in the urban zones. The local elections history in Albania, last two 
decades of the pluralist system has faced different results depended on specific zones and 
as a result different areas have been identified like right or left political strongholds. But, 
according to the last changes in the territorial division law, where the rural municipalities 
are counted together with the municipalities where the municipality major candidate who 
before used to be the major of the urban zones, now will be also the major of the rural 
zones where complicate more the voters’ behaviour. These preferences may have impact 
to the putting down of political strongholds. According to the data taken by the Elections 
Central Commission of Albania for the 2003, 2007, 2011 elections, the coupling of the 
rural and urban vote and the structured interviews with the majors of Korca, Shkodra 
and Kavaja municipalities will be used for the aim of this study.

Keywords: Stronghold, Territorial Division, Voters’ Behavior
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Communication networks have directly generalized social and cultural range of 
the capitalist economy as never before. We are facing a social transformation, a “silent 
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revolution” in fact, with consequences that reach at least to those of the industrial 
revolution. This silent revolution is inextricably linked and automatically only with 
technological development, but depends on a number of policy choices. Therefore 
sustainable information society in this period in Albania requires a framework composed 
of two parts: the legal framework and institutional framework. The development of 
information society in Albania is conditioned by the adoption of national legislation 
with EU legislation. 

Adaptation completion and improvement of the legal framework legislation with 
the acquis communautaire, with international conventions and agreements accepted by 
the Republic of Albania should be to fulfill the goals of the government for compliance 
with EU standards in this area.

Keywords: Information Society, Technological Development, Albanian Legal Framework
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In this work, I start from the new relationship between the public and private 
spheres. Legal rules undergo a conversion in anankastic rules and the legal order 
becomes a system which provides its own legitimacy on the basis of it’s intrinsically 
autopoietic nature. In addition, the initial concept of legal relations and their 
components are transformed into a technical-legal order under the influence of a new 
technical term. 

It can be seen from the above statement that the system of sources for the Law 
has changed; giving predominance to agreements, but it is also obvious that the 
contents of the Law have changed. The centre of gravity will have passed from the 
law, as a product of the will of the State, to contracts between private individuals 
(although those private individuals – or some of those private individuals – are the 
large multinational companies). This goes hand in hand with an increasing, and 
relative, loss of sovereignty by States as a derivation of the progress of supranational 
and transnational Law. So, insofar as contracts constitute the typical form of legality 
regarding globalization, Law tends to be seen less as the product of a political will, 
and greater weight is given to a view of the Law as a means to obtain certain ends, as 
a mechanism of social construction.

Keywords: Law, Instrument of Power, Change, Society
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Government plays the main role in the process of integration to the EU, although it 
is not the only one. In order to guarantee the success of this long-term process, among 
other things, it will have to overcome communication barriers and find new ways of 
collaboration with the opposition, interest groups and civil society in the decision-
making. Public administration reform is a multidimensional reform through which is 
intended the modernization of administration, reforming the civil service, simplifying 
the administrative procedures which means moving closer to the daily needs of the 
citizens, reviewing the functions of the state and increasing the internal efficiency of 
the public administration. Adoption of the law on civil service is fundamental for a 
depoliticized public administration, also professional, effective and based on merit. 
This law intends to establish a sustainable legal framework which guarantees the civil 
servants activity at any level.

Keywords: Public Administration, Status of Civil Servants, Reform, Approximation of Legislation
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Unfortunately slavery is not just a part of our memory that reminds us the 
barbarism past experiences. We might believe that the end of 19 century, left behind the 
most dreadful experiences of our human society, but this would be just an illusion. It 
takes only a few minutes of research through the daily prestigious Britain or American 
newspapers, like The guardian or New York Times, to understand that several legal 
instruments which declared for the first time the human rights, specifically freedom 
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of the individual as fundamental and essential to a democratic society, in fact, does 
not appear to have taken the required root. 

It is necessary to highlight this phenomenon, as an obligation of each individual 
person, in order to increase social welfare, based on some universal rights, such as 
individual freedom. Millions of people, with the majority of woman and children, 
are a subject of human slavery all over the world. For this purpose, we decided 
to dedicate this paper to various forms of modern slavery, what we mean by it and 
how is the current situation of this social institution so old worldwide. It is also 
important to make evidence of the victims of human trafficking, how to fight traffickers 
and to find key instruments to support the victims of this modern slavery.

Keywords: Slavery, Human Trafficking, ILO, Forced Labour, Fight Against Crime, 
Crime Prevention
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Who is called “intellectual” (Terms and definitions by different authors in different 
periods)? 

1. The intellectuals were harassed, imprisoned and deported in the monist state and 
the dictatorship of the proletariat. (Analysis, numbers, facts)

2. The intellectual must be a man of integrity:
A. The intellectual with integrity protects the freedom of the individual and fights for it.
B. The intellectual with integrity protects and tells the truth.
C. The intellectual with integrity has independence in thought, otherwise loses his 

credibility before the citizens.
D. The intellectual with integrity has the courage to say things bluntly without being 

intimidated by the pressures and punishments of the government.
3. Clans, lackeys and pseudo-intellectuals prevent the mission of the intellectual in 

the society.
The pseudo-intellectual, forgettable and usable people from the politics.
4. The crisis of confidence in the Albanian intellectuals.
A nation at the risk: “The rising tide of mediocrity”.
Keywords: Intellectual, Politics, Government, Democracy, Mission
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The word democracy always remains one of the most necessary words and perhaps 
the most articulate and required at all the times. Today a large part of the actions and 
initiatives begin in the name of this word so great, that no matter how we get, we 
understand that it is never quite enough. Today the standard of living has increased 
in most of the societies. 

Western democratic countries differ more from other countries in terms of level 
of development and standard of living of their citizens. These countries may have had 
more and more time to achieve such a standard. Political culture and citizens culture 
are developed in such a way as to serve one - another, thereby serving democracy and 
development. We are talking about countries that increasingly have political alignments 
with the civil interests. Even after 90s our country has been given more and more 
importance to democratization process and the way in which it is held, where the role 
of the citizen, his relationship with politics and many other actors were unquestionably 
important factors along this journey. This paper will highlight the issue of how politics 
and relations between their citizens under the influence of a number of other factors 
influence the development of democracy in a country. Also it remains important the 
analysis of factors that influence this process in Albanian reality and their concrete 
impact on our society.

Keywords: Democracy, Citizenship, Value, Meritocracy, Information, Civil Society
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Law for gender equality in society (No. 9970, dated on 24.7.2008), was the 
first law to sanction the quota of representation of each gender with over 30% in all 
levels of public institutions and their leading levels (article 15 of law), a national and 
a local quota, and this quota is mandatory for the election commissions as well. How 
was this new law concretely implemented in the last national elections in Albania of 
2013 and what the sanctions of its implementation were? In this paper I will reflect 
the strengths and the weaknesses of the gender quota system. 
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Also I will give examples of how our country can improve the gender equality 
law to make it practically more efficient and thus produce the expected social change 
which the law for gender equality aims to achieve.

Keywords: Gender Quotas, National and Local Quotas, Sanction, National Elections 2013
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Totalitarian systems, as most bloody systems of the twentieth century witness a 
massive terror in eastern and western camp, too. Arendt calls terror of the totaliar system 
as the basis to realize itself the movement of the development of history or nature. In 
this case terror not only wins vindication but also becomes something necessary for the 
“development” of humanity. In the case of Nazi system terror evolve over “inappropriate” 
races to live, being considered as inferior races and purity of the human race would 
only be achieved through massive terorr, practiced directly against them, by completely 
destroying them. Stalinist terror camp was practiced directly on classes, because only in 
this way history would continue its development, by cutting off any obstacle that came in 
front. When terror became law, individual in its most isolated situation, the worst of its 
existence, though scared at maximum, this fear that he experiences does not serve to be 
protected, because, at the end, he is afraid of something from which he can not escape. 
He was selected “legally” to death, not for the sake of individual choices he has made, or 
what he produces as an individual, speech, thought, action, but because of fate, blood, 
race or class so far. Being punished for something you cannot change, does not serve 
any kind of fear to defend from it. You simply obey and you think you are “against” the 
law, without doing anything.

Keywords: Totalitarian System, Terror, Law, Race, Class
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After nearly half a century of highly centralized governance, Albania finally 
entered into the course of political decentralization and in 1992 were registered the 
first democratic elections held in the country. Despite the importance of this political 
movement toward an increased democratic representation, local administrative and 
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fiscal autonomy remained although very weak. However, the decentralization process 
received a second boost from the late nineties. During the years 1998-2000, the country 
officially ratified the European Agreement of Local Self Government which embodied 
its key principles in the new Constitution, and which also approved legal reforms to 
local self-government. Although the country has taken a political decision to decentralize 
fiscal and administrative decisions, and for this purpose can now rely on a sustainable 
institutional and legal framework, it should be noted that Albania is at a crossroads. 
Implementation of policy reforms has been uneven and is delayed. Trough this paper 
I will make a clear analysis why this process has not been successful. How can politic 
influence affect this process and what kind of negative impact has on decentralization 
policies and fiscal reforms. This paper will also aim to reflect the positive consequences 
that would have the successful implementation of the decentralization reform in the 
improvement of services against citizens.

Keywords: Decentralization Process, Fiscal Reform, Services, Political Influence
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The judicial establishment of facts differs from theoretical cognition. Both are 
homogenized human actions that build up in differing manners. The presuppositions 
that precondition our thinking and practical activity may themselves prove to be a 
product and also a generator of a paradigmatic shift regarding our understanding of the 
nature of law, its conceptual definition, our attitude towards it. The issue is no longer 
whether the law consists of norms and how it is related to the supreme authority in 
society. We have to ask how we should understand the fact that law is embodied in 
and by definite objectifications (e.g., texts formally issued by the state through formal 
procedures) and whether such objectivities will be exhaustive of the law, objectivities 
that have to serve as bases of reference in order to justify the decision arrived at finally. 
The ontological reconstruction presents the legal phenomenon as a process constantly 
being formed from a sequence of intellectual operations building upon each other, 
conceived of as a series of events. 

And exactly because its existence is process-like, the reconstruction does not 
reduce it to mere forms of objectivities or similarly artificially developed system(s) of 
formal (ised) requirements. Moreover, from the viewpoint of processuality it becomes 
obvious that, contrary to the traditional world-view of legal positivism, law does not 
control us primarily by means of physical force or coercion through some externally 
graspable objectivity. Rather, it conditions us by becoming embedded in our social 
tacit agreements, as built into our social interactions through its conventionality.

Keywords: Social Practice, Community Understanding, Facts/norms, Ideologies, Ethoses, 
Professional Expectations
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The protection right in general and in particular the one during the trial is a 
fundamental right to have a fair legal process. The way of putting this right in its 
place has been long, because this right does not appear only as a product of modern 
eminent. But it was not at the same levels that appear today and which we are learned 
to know. As an individual helpful right, it has never had a full support of undemocratic 
regimes. The defiance right consists in providing real and effective opportunities 
to individuals who mailed or called before a court during court proceedings, to be 
protected, challenged and avoid any accusation, complaint or lawsuit filed against him, 
helped by the defiance or not. 

This right aims rigorous implementation of the rights that are recognizes by 
law to individuals as a civil process or the criminal one. Since the prejudicial phase 
until the full completion of the process. Recognition, respect and the continuous 
development of this right is the main indicator of democracy level of a country and 
its social development. As a country that already got the status of candidate country 
to the European Union, the respect of this right in the highest levels that constitutes 
the basis to which we must go on to be part of the big European dream.

Keywords: Rights, Democracy, European Union
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Crimes in the field of customs - smuggling in all forms, are serious crimes, posing a 
greater risk of social interests. Country through customs taxes takes substantial income 
for the state budget, to any offense consumed in this area throughout the onward 
direct impact of a democratic state which adheres to be part of the European common 
market. The activity of customs and transportation of goods regulated by special legal 
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provisions such as the Customs Code and other legal acts and regulations which refer to 
the articles of the Penal Code and providing for these crimes .We MSA our country has 
established a collaboration in the field of customs in order to guarantee the compliance 
of the provisions in the area of   the common market, and to achieve the approximation of 
Albanian customs system to that of the European Union, helping to pave the way for the 
liberalization measures planned in Agreement MSA and in approximation of Albanian 
legislation with that of the acquits customs. 

Collaboration consists generally in priority areas related to the Community acquits 
in the field of customs. Protocol no. 6 sets rules for mutual assistance between the parties 
in this area. Considering that, customs are a key point of development between Albania, 
countries of EU and other countries, have taken strong measures in order to prevent 
criminal activity in this area.

Keywords: Customs, Smuggling, Harmonized Legislation
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Constitutional Courts are of immense importance for the functionality of 
contemporary political systems worldwide. The Republic of Macedonia is not an 
exception, but rather one of the countries with the longest traditions of functional 
constitutional courts. In fact the legal basis for the creation of the Constitutional Court 
of the Republic of Macedonia was created with the Constitution of 1963. Since then 
the Constitutional Court in continuity has been a vital part of the social and political 
system of the Republic of Macedonia. 

Nowadays the Constitutional Court is considered to be the ultimate institution 
which should provide counter-balance for the government, address the constitutionality 
of laws passed by the Parliament, implement justice and provide proper protection 
of the basic human rights of the citizens. Te main rationale behind the paper is to 
provide a proper analysis of the role and importance of the Constitutional Court for 
the political system of the Republic of Macedonia, not only from a formal point of 
view, but also from the ordinary citizens’ point of view.

Keywords: Constitutional Court, Democracy
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The Rule of Law can be considered to be one of the most important principles in 
building a contemporary democracy. The very meaning of the rule of law as a principle of 
nations being ruled by the law and not by individuals in very complex by its nature and 
it might be argued that it represents one of the main elements in the fabric of democracy. 
In its simplest aspect, the rule of law means that laws in a society should be made with 
the consent of all groups of citizens and having all citizens is equally treated by the law. 
In the case of multiethnic societies, such as the Republic of Macedonia the rule of law 
would imply laws being made with a sort of a consensus among different ethnic groups 
on one hand and people being equal in front of the law regardless their ethnicity or 
religion. The main aim of this paper is to provide an answer to the question whether 
the Republic of Macedonia has functioned according to the principles of the rule of law 
from its independence until now.

Keywords: Multiethnic Society, Rule of Law
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Since the creation of the first states, all mankind was faced with various wars 
between created states for different purposes, mainly for their territorial expansions, use 
of material resources and human workforce. To ensure or avoid such situations, states 
have signed various cooperative agreements among themselves and have created various 
alliances to facilitate possibility of protecting the territorial integrity and sovereignty 
of their state. Regarding the past, more and more ideas came up for the creation of 
a permanent international organization with the goal of maintaining world peace 
and security. Hence, after the First World War, under the influence of these ideas was 
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founded the League of Nations, as the first general political organization of permanent 
character in order to maintain international peace. However, the League of Nations 
from beginning to end failed to become universal organization, as a basic assumption 
for collective security. It was also meant after World War II with the establishment 
of the United Nations (UN). Great commitment of UN to increase international 
cooperation for solving economic, social, intellectual, and human problems as well as 
interpreting the contents of the UN Charter, its goals and comparing the work and its 
practical actions can be drawn conclusions regarding the opportunities of exercising 
governance function at global level.

Keywords: Scope, UN, Preservation of Peace, International Security, International 
Cooperation, Political- Economic-Social
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The Polish society is exceptionally homogeneous in religious terms, with prevalence 
of Roman Catholicism and a robust position of the Church, underpinned by the 1993 
treaty between the state and Vatican, referred to as Concordat. Notwithstanding, Poland 
remains a secular state and guarantees the freedom of creed, the right to religious 
observance and recognition of minorities within its legislative framework. Certainly, 
there are issues related to religious minorities which are disputable, with particular 
ceremonial desiderata considered as extremely controversial in this society. This is 
especially the case with adherents to Islam and Judaism. 

A critical issue related to their existence in Poland is ritual slaughter, being right at 
the intersection of law and morality. Although this practice has existed in the country 
at least since the middle Ages, it is consistently regarded as a far-out custom. Rather 
than its perceived oddity, claims issued by its opponents are mostly grounded upon 
humanitarianism and prevention of cruelty to animals. Argumentation delivered by 
its proponents is based on economic interests as much as with reference to religious 
values of minorities. The paper presents attitudes in the Polish society towards ritual 
slaughter as well as legislative discrepancies between particular laws and legislative 
loopholes. The latter produced an extensive legal debate finalized by the verdict issued 
by the Constitutional Tribunal which, as a result, has made it absolutely banned in 
Poland since the 1st of January 2013.

Keywords: Ritual Slaughter, Legislation, Morality, Islam, Judaism, Poland
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Since Machiavelli’s Princeand Hobbes Leviathan both authors emphasized that desire 
to dominate of one part to another always existed and will exist for time been, only the 
form and way of narration and interpretation will change but in the main core things 
will remain the same, and “man is a wolf to his fellow man”, as Hobs said or “lupus est 
homo homini”. Those kind of interpretations and discussions have the main thing to 
prevail against existing social system of values and to try to impose their will and power 
of “enlightenment“in most time as andogmatic ideology in aim to avoid any rivality of 
arguments of the other side and to make sure to theaudience (recruits) that “now” is 
created the only path to proceed and follow and that is the only way to join, no other is 
acceptable and all different approaches might be seen as rivality.

Keywords: Domination, Self Deception, Identity Trappes, Extremism, Religion
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This essay, with over 80 pages, treats in a broad perspective, scientific approach to 
religion; it is a critical over view of this topic in sociology, in opposition to university 
programs, with local and foreign sociologist sand highlights in consistencies, instability 
and compromises with theology. The second chapter “unnatural amitosis Politics-
Religion” has been conceived with critical point of view. It shows that official policies 
shave remained advocates of religious dogma sand institutions play a crucial role in 
the longevity. “Political crutches” start with the nomination of religion as the subject 
of the constitution through conventions, instead of using only the phrase “Freedom of 
conscience and opinion”. The confrontation of religion with human migration, (Chapter 
3), is materialized through three cases “The exemplary cohesion of the American nation 
in using the religious zymology as an aura of holiness and blessing”;”The model of 
centuries of Jewish survival with substantial use also of Judaism” and” The special 
Odyssey of the life of Albanians, in confrontation with the imposed beliefs”. In other 
words, humanity needs a scientifically treatment of religion in Sociology and for a 
fundamental turn on its Political Juridical stance. 

Keywords: Sociology, Politics, Migration, Religion
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With the end of the Cold War and with the collapse of the bipolar system; USA was 
transformed into the only superpower without considerable rival in the international area. 
Being in this unfavourable position for the American policy, USA was confronted with 
the necessity of “creating a new opponent” that would fill the role of reinforcement of its 
position and hegemony in the international board. During this period of time began the 
academic activities of the American intellectuals aiming preparation of the ground in the 
international board for deliberation of new politics and strategies knitted by the foreign 
American policy. According to the American professor Leo Strauss known as one of the 
prominent figures of the neo-con movement, USA must find an opponent otherwise it 
has to create a new one in order to preserve American hegemony in the world. Likewise 
American theorist and thinker, Samuel Huntington in his work entitled The Clash of 
Civilizations emphasized the need of creating a new opponent for the Western civilization 
with the intention of reinforcing the unity of this civilization. Under these circumstances, 
the American Public Opinion started debates relating the ideal portrait of the new opponent. 
Based on American policymakers and strategists the new opponent has to differ in the 
cultural and ideological aspect and it should have the ability to challenge American security.

Keywords: Islam, USA, Terrorism, September 11
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Religion is considering as the oldest form of human consciousness, which has 
accompanied humanity through the stages of its evolution up to the present day. In 
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modern societies, religion is characterizing by the transition from mechanical to organic 
solidarity, where old links replace with new ones and that as result of these connections on 
one hand we have over religion from the public sphere in the individual and in turn have 
revival of fanaticism religious although contemporary society is pro respecting religion, 
human rights and religious freedom, the fact that religiosity is considering as a cultural 
and social mosaic of society itself that emanates from it and live with it. The practice of 
religion, rituals, public performance and its observance are guaranteed by international 
rights and the Constitution and laws specific to countries of origin where the practicing 
of certain religious beliefs. As in all other societies and in Kosovo society also, during 
its evolution, religion has taken place with changes in form of the spread, but also the 
function of the extent of the impact to the community through the dissemination of 
specific sects in the postmodern period, especially last times. The study we present here, 
is intended to treat religion theoretical initially and then, through the methods of the 
survey highlight the rights and religious freedoms of individuals and communities living in 
Kosovo, practicing of religions, spreading sects, Kosovo Albanian participation in foreign 
wars (Iraq and Syria), the causes of participation in foreign wars and the consequences 
to conclusions about the topic.

Keywords: Religion, Society, Practice, Freedom, Religion, Postmodern
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on the Basis of Article 53 
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The right to marry is a fundamental right, undeniable, which is sanctioned by 
Article 53 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania. This right rejoice without 
political differences, religious, racial, ect. ... The right to family life has been further 
developed; these developments have a significant impact on the institute of family 
law, marriage, mainly those known components as conditions to be met and marital 
restrictions that must be respect to get married. 

Developments that have taken place have had a special value for the harmonization 
and alignment of legislation with European standards in order to respect the right to 
marriage and family life. Human society has seen a constant evolution since its genesis 
to date on all its ingredients consequential here cannot be excluded marital conditions 
and restrictions.

Keywords: Constitution, relation of marriage, marital conditions, prohibition conditions
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A Legal Perspective of Domestic Violence and 
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This paper focuses on the exploration of different aspects of violence and its 
consequences toward women and children. We present an overview of domestic violence 
in Albania, and then, we analyze the international conventions that reflect on the issues 
related to domestic violence and raise some questions that are worth to be debated by 
the research community. We provide the Albanian legal framework together with a 
timeline of its development. Then, we conclude with recommendations related to the 
implementation of strategies, social policies and the implementation of laws on domestic 
violence which are needed to ensure that all forms of domestic violence are identified, the 
causes of violence are defined and its impacts are addressed to prevent any consequences 
that might harm women, children and the society.

Keywords: Domestic Violence, Human Rights, Women, Children, Laws
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The changes that took place in Albania in the economic, political and social field, 
after the fall of communism and the phases of democratic construction will be reflected 
in the value patterns. Values change as a result of other changes, especially economic 
ones, but not so fast and immediate like in other areas. Inglehart explains that the 
change of values is a result of greater economic development, an economic development 
in a society influence to fulfill the basic requirements that people have to live, and in 
this way they have the tendency to require for another value orientation. (Inglehart, 
1997) Considering this, we try to look what changes have suffered Albanian traditional 
values in relation to the meanings and functions they give families. The family is the 
basic cell of society building and represents a special importance for understanding 
the dynamics of the functioning of society. By taking in consideration that we can 
find what means traditional values in regard of family in Albanian society reflected 
in the Albanian canon, we attempted to understood through quantitative methods, 
how they are today. 

The importance of family, commitment to its, its size, the conception of gender 
roles within it, preferencial choice for a baby boy or girl, the concept of marriage 
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and cohabitation and divorce. Analysis of these data will help us to understand better 
what kind of values we share in relation to the conception of family, the role of the 
family today in Albanian society, the problems that we can face and some predictions 
for the future.

Keywords: Traditional Values, Family, Albanian Society, Postcommunism, Cultural Change
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This study addresses the phenomenon of selective abortion, which is a social 
problem that is becoming increasingly worrying for society. Selective abortion consists 
in the elimination of the baby’s birth for the female sex through prenatal sex selection, 
as the preference for male children. In this study we analyzed the issue of selective 
abortion, mostly mothers experience to better understand the causes that lead to this 
decision and its consequences for the couple, family and society. The focus of the study 
is to analyze the causes and social and psychological consequences and their impact 
on life in couple, family and beyond. 

Qualitative method is used to realize the goal of the study by realizing the analysis 
of secondary data, the semi-structured interviews with key persons, and remote direct 
interviews with 15 mothers who have experienced selective abortion. One of the most 
consistent findings of the study is that the main cause of the growing phenomenon 
is the culture of Albanian society, which remains the traditional patriarchal society. In 
conclusion, the study shows that the hypotheses rose at the begging confirmed the fact 
that the tendency of selective abortion appears with negative impact growth towards 
Albanian families, both in social and psychological aspect as well.

Keywords: Selective Abortion, Unwanted Pregnancy, Gender Roles, Stereotypes
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The purpose of this paper is to highlight some feature of the development of 
popular textiles of Kruja. The traditional production of textiles, continued to be one 
of the most common branches of handicraft side. Beam of fabrics, besides the family 
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needs to meet the market needs supported by rural artisans that produce household and 
market-wool, cotton, silk and linen, and worked with them different clothes ready or not 
decorated with lace and braids, comparable to fine more on quality and sustainability. 
Among the most important issues to be addressed in this work are: a. Woolen textiles, 
b. Proceedings of drawers, c. Works of silk, d. Proceedings of cotton.

Keywords: People, Textiles, Development, Life, Kruja
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The marriage contract is a legal notion innovator, encouraged by the social 
phenomenon of the partner’s conflict to determine the destination of the property 
added during the marriage. On the other hand, this sort of contract should also be 
as an opportunity for each spouse to protect his property rights and to ensure the 
possibility of adding and reducing property without the influence of the other spouse. 
Legal sanctioning of this institute, defines spouse’s freedom to choose how will they 
managed and administrate the property of each spouses during the marriage. By the 
mutation of social phenomenon, the legislation should be conform them and enable 
adjustment of each handicap of inter-rational relationship. The actuality exhibits the 
contrary, the object of the legal conflicts of the property division between the partners 
is increasing and the inability to determine the real affiliation emphatically degrades 
the situation in more serious consequences. 

In my paper, I offer the assessing of integration of the marriage contract, as an 
alternative institute for the property destination between spouses, taking into account 
legal elements that shall contain this contract, to realize the autonomy of the spouses, 
to avoid the final conflict for the property division, a fact which promotes gender 
equality in raising awareness of each spouse for his investment and the origin of 
matrimonial property.

Keywords: Marriage Contract, Spouses, Autonomy, Property Destination
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Traditionally among the Yoruba as well as other society, marriage is considered a 
legally sanctioned institution between an adult male and female with its attendant rights 
and obligations. This institution is regarded as a lifelong union and can only be terminated 
by the death of either spouse. However, in the contemporary Yoruba society, marriage is 
no longer considered arevered institution based on the concept of “for better for worse” 
but instead it has been recreated as a union of “for better for best”. These changes can be 
attributed to the dynamic nature of the culture. Among the Yoruba much emphasis was 
placed on the woman remaining in her husband’s home despite the odds she might be 
experiencing there .However, with westernization and development the rate of divorce 
and single – parenthood is increasing. Therefore this study seeks to discuss the changing 
stages of the marriage institution in the Yoruba society.

Keywords: Yoruba, Divorce, Single-parenthood and Marriage
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The paper aims to highlight the narrow connection that exists between the marriage 
and the right to found a family. Marriage is an important social and legal event in the life 
of the individual. Marriage is considered as an agreement, a non-pecuniary, typical and 
solemn relationship between a man and a woman, based on love, respect and mutual 
understanding. The family refers to many relationships and the family environment 
that comes into existence through legal and biological connection such as: marriage, 
the relationship between the parents and children, adaptation, custody, wealthy family 
relationship. If we look at the article 53, we see that the protection of these institutions 
is known by the state that regulates through the laws the relationship, the dissolution 
of the marriage, the legitimacy. Also, in the paper will discuss about the effects that 
brought the economic, social and cultural changes that happened in the Albanian society 
during the last twenty years to the family as a basic unit of the society. Regardless of its 
sustainable character and somehow rigid toward external changes, nowadays the family 
is constantly changing and transforming. Formal marriages and factual relationships such 
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as cohabitation has increased significantly. Also, the number of divorces is increased due 
to infidelity and violation of marriage vows. These entire phenomenons make us think 
how the family structure will be in the future, the role and the function that the members 
of the family will have, and what will they inherit by the previous legal traditions and 
will we take from the legislation of the democratic developed countries.

Keywords: Marriage, Family, KEDNJ, Human Rights, Value, Law
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Marriage represents the traditional way of creating a family. Since the family is the 

basic unit of society and marriage is recognized as the most used and known to create 
it, the company has paid special attention to the legal regulation of marriage as a legal 
relationship. The Albanian legislation establishes the conditions without which no 
marriage can be linked and elements, whose presence makes it impossible connection. But 
over time the dominant role of marriage as the only form of family formation has been 
weakened. One indication of this is the large number and the increasing phenomenon 
of divorce. After resolving the marital relationship such as two persons are in a couple, it 
can’t be said that extinguished all consequences arising from the previous link. Although 
legally the former spouses are no longer considered a family if the marriage had children, 
they remain socially connected by this family relationship. Another indication of the 
fading role of marriage in creating family is the recognition of society with new forms 
of family formation without being preceded by a marriage.

Keywords: Family, Marriage, Legal Relationship, Marital Relationship, Divorce
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The topic of the family of the Albanian society, its current situation, the attitudes 
versus social, cultural, moral and social changes it undergoes, the devotion, virtues and 
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values that arise within this sacred circle called family, occupies certain space in different 
editions of the culutal-literary periodicals of the “Hylli i Drites” magazine. Because of 
its importance, along with the great diversity of topics (literary, historical, theological, 
linguistic ones), the family, a cradle where all mankind gets rocked, where the individual 
is brought up, has a dominant place in the pages of this magazine. Through the articles 
written by various authors in the magazine “Hylli i Drites”, along the presentation of the 
current situation, certain moralizations for an ever sounder family, based on certain forms 
of behavior within this institution, a structure which convincingly becomes elaborated 
through several stages, which this “incessant process” follows. In these writings, “Hylli 
i Drites” includes all members that constitute the institution called family, emphasizing 
the role of each to the benefit of e healthy family in the service of the society, elements 
that will be dealt with in more detail in my paper.

Keywords: Family, Institution, Authorities, Values
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Adoption in Albania is a service approved by Law and Albanian Adoption Committee 
(AAC) is the only Central Authority that takes action in National and International 
Adoption field. AAC operates all over the territory of Albania and the children without 
parental care are referring from Public and Private Social Care Institutions for Children. 
Within the international definitions regarding children without parental care, in Albania 
this group is represented mainly by: - Children that have lost both parents due to accidents, 
diseases or other reasons; - Children that live in residential institutions (children that 
have lost the care of their families, because of economic or other reasons); - Children, 
to whom is taken off the parental custody with a court decision. AAC has the duty to 
provide the best possible suitability for the children, giving first the priority to Albanian 
families and then to international adoption. To finalize with success this mission the AAC 
makes an assessment of psychosocial status of couples, applying for adoption, and their 
economic conditions too. This process seeks to guarantee the greatest possible selection 
protecting the best interest of the child.

Keywords: Adoption, National and International Adoption, Suitability, Children Best Interest
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Societies of Western Balkans countries started a process of statehood and state 
building in the beginning of the 90’s from the dissolution of Yugoslavian federation 
and the end of communism in all the Eastern Europe. 

This transitory period implied a ridimensioning of the societies, also from its 
aspects in law and value matters, moving one hand from the process of statehood(ethnic 
conflicts, intra-state war, ect.,) and on the other hand, running toward a process of 
democratization(rule of law, economic liberalization, democracy, ect.,). In this regard, 
the main vector of this analysis will question, how did the Europeanization approach 
influenced in the changing of the law and value aspects of the Western Balkans 
contemporary societies? 

The dependent variable will be focused with the Europeanization impact and the 
independent variables will be the changing of law and values in contemporary societies 
of Western Balkans. From this point of view, at first I will conceptualize law and values 
aspects from a sociological perspective, defining their dimension in changing time 
(pre 90’s – post 90’s); then I will look at the two processes occurred, statehood and 
state building, and then see the Europeanization impact influenced in this changing 
aspects of law and values in contemporary societies.

Keywords: Law and Value Change, Europeanization, Statehood and Statebuilding, 
Western Balkans (WB)
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The aim of this article is the identification of the approximate Albanian legislation with 
European Union legislation. Signature and ratification of Stabilisation and Association 
Agreement by Albanian state brought certain obligations to be undertaken by our country, 
one of which is the approximation of domestic low with acquits communitarian. All 
the laws issued by the Albanian Parliament from 2006 to 2014 have had the purpose of 
approximation of legislation in the political, economic, on protection and guarantee of 
human rights, in the judiciary etc. The readiness of the Albanian state to implement the 
obligations arising from this agreement seems in institutional cooperation, in the political 
dialogue and on the application of European standards. The purpose of the Stabilisation 
and Association Agreement is implementing reforms to build sustainable and democratic 
institutions based on the principles of rule of law. Approximated legislation has improved 
the function and activity of executive power, legislative power and judicial power. Ministry 
of Integration has played a key role through its activities to the implementation of the 
Stabilisation and Association Agreement. Which will be the role of the fundamental law 
“Constitution of the Republic of Albania” where all laws must be based on European 
Union standards? Is it necessary to amend the Constitution and is there opportunity for 
such a change occurred? Albania has implemented and is continuing to implement this 
agreement. Albania has taken the candidate status in the European Union on June 2014. 
What are the other obligations that our country will obtain?

Keywords: Approximation of Albanian legislation, Stabilization and Association 
Agreement, European Union standards
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Dilemmas identity in almost all transition countries are an acute problem for 
the dimensions as well as the depth of sentiment for change. Sociological reasons are 
many and definitely different. In our study we will focus mainly on the causes of social, 
economic and cultural distributed for doubt. 
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Balkans was always known as an arena of confrontation and civilizational 
confrontation. Also, even wars were not occurring randomly! Now, in the period 
identified as the period of globalization, this process takes unequivocally varied hues 
and epithets of the fact that the process of identity dilemmas is much more dynamic 
and much more inscrutable. But, as yet as in academia as well as political and economic 
is not clear and it is not clear what is actually being globalized and what should be 
globalized, then dilemmas about identity sphere become even more unclear and 
problematic in transitional societies. 

This kind of dilemma that recently was passed in academia world is creating a 
risk that prejudice causes or may cause the process of globalization in the process of 
emancipation of national identities, religious, civic, cultural, etc.

Keywords: Religious Identity, Civic Identity, Cultural Identity, Globalization, Transition, 
Western Balkan
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In the Albanian transition essential changes have taken place in every aspect of 
social, political and economic Albanian society, which requires a reformism related social 
institutions so that Albanian society is not facing the concept of institutional anomie, 
to recognize chaos disorder and social organization. 

My main purpose in connection with the study conducted, it is evident the influence 
of the urban area of the city of Tirana in the absence of individual freedoms. To attain this 
goal, I used quantitative research method supplemented by qualitative research elements. 

Through quantitative method I issue a reflection of Albanian urban reality today, 
enabling thus the reflection of the concerns that carries this part of the Albanian society, 
such as p.sh increasing number of crimes and other social deviance, dysfunction lack of 
community life for many elements of its organization for various reasons, lack of policies 
that need to be closer to the social needs of the people, or the failure to implement 
laws and their violation. In this way I diagnose problems of the lack of private spaces 
in general, the occupation of urban space and the threat of individual liberties, thus 
confirming the hypothesis building early this study, to issue a positive correlation 
between expansion about urban space city   of Tirana, after ninety years, and lack of 
social cohesion, as have the ways malfunction living in the urban context and the lack 
of individual freedoms.

Keywords: Urban Space, Individual Freedom, Global, Privacy, Deviance, Failure Law
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After the turning point from December 1989, Romania had to face some 
completely unseen difficulties. Most of those were not country specific problems, 
though being encountered, at different levels, in every post-communist society. These 
were the strengthening of informal and underground economies and the appearance of 
money laundering and other forms of fiscal fraud. Romanian society witnessed a deep 
interpenetration between politics and economy, which often lead to criminal activities. 
Regarding from this point of view, joining the European Union was a real substantial 
gain for the country. On the one hand, Romania had to align its legal system with the 
international anti-money laundering regulations, and, on the other, it actually had to 
join the global institutions and networks operating in this field. My presentation aims 
to outline the process the Romanian legal system underwent in order to be able to cope 
with the money laundering phenomenon and the difficulties a researcher has to face 
when evaluating the scales of it.

Keywords: Money Laundering, Underground Economy, Corruption, Romania
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Legitimacy and accountability regimes have always been one of the key points of 
political discourse in international arena. For this reason we need to return Officers 
problems which are related to the institutional environment of the construction of 
relations between states. Also, the article will contain an analysis of the importance of 
a general resulting from the institutional and the ways in which they can be reached 
an agreement. Perhaps the most important point that I would argue that the term of 
legitimacy defines three distinct types of criteria are based on three concepts of legitimacy: 
legal, sociological, and moral. The difference between the forms of legitimacy helps in 
the process of understanding the course of policy development practices intermediate 
between states and their interests nationally and internationally. Second, we will address 
the dynamics of establishing legitimacy in critical situations and excuses vacations that 
states undertake in the field to achieve a goal of national and international character.

Keywords: Legitimacy, International law, Legal procedures, Moral legitimacy
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National and international relations are powerful sources to draw values and 
inspiration for peace beyond institutions, procedures and structures. The vision they offer 
is about people becoming human and realizing their full human potential to develop 
societies. From their point of view, societies must embrace a vision of a better world, to 
try about it, and all peoples must understand that. Everyone can’t escape the responsibility 
of contributing to society. New directions, based to national and international relations, 
have emerged from the people and relations will contribute to a development process. 
National and international relations remain always fundamental. All agendas and all 
visions to a society depend on the nation relationship to the others. That reflects people 
beliefs that development in nations rest in the relations between nations. National and 
international relations are created to help people understand their country’s government 
and feel that all peoples are part of it and everyone have to play his/ her role throughout 
development process of society. Nations and societies both look toward the past and 
toward the future in the relations between them, than built laws, frameworks, ideas and 
perspectives and through the years to make a great work. Today nations and societies 
face the same questions and problems, nation and international relations help to resolve. 
Relations between them bring all the people together to solve problems because in 
democracy all have opportunity, learn how system works, assess government effectiveness 
and think how to develop more the society where peoples live.

Keywords: National Relations, International Relations, Government, Society
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Children are the most vulnerable group in the world today according to the State 
of the World’s Children, (2013). This is more so in developing countries particularly 
in sub-Saharan Africa. Children are dependent on adults and weak in defending their 
rights. Children are often considered immature and inexperience in facing life so 
they have to be guided and guarded and have their rights violated with impunity in 
the process. This is why developing nations have been encouraged to have laws to 
safeguard children’s rights. 

Most developing countries however also have deeply entrenched socio-cultural, 
values and practices that often compromise child rights. While some African nations 
lack laws to protect children’s rights, a few have the laws. Nigeria is among the few 
African nations with Child Rights Act (2003) and some states in the country have 
domesticated the Child Right Act into Child Rights Law. 

Even with the Act/Laws however, positive changes are yet to be seen relative to 
improved rights of children in Nigeria, as the biggest nation in Africa and among the 
biggest in the world. What is the reason for this disjuncture between the effectiveness of 
the Act/Laws and child rights realities in Nigeria? This is the central research question 
of this paper. This paper will present unique case study of Nigeria. Nigeria is a good 
case study to understand the interface of the law and cultural ramifications generally 
and, particularly, of child rights in Africa. This paper will bring policy and practical/
pragmatic inputs into the conference.

Keywords: Child Rights Law, Childhood, Nigeria, Africa
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Modern youth demonstrate a new model of political participation, characterized 
by multiple horizontal ties, project technologies, use of ICTs and social networks. 
Simultaneously, scholars note increase of political indifference and weak interest of youth 
in traditional forms of political participation. Results of social survey, conducted in 
Altaiskykrai (Siberian Federal district of Russia) (n=1200) show that both hypothesis do 
not adequately fit the regional model of youth’s sociopolitical activism. The typical attitude 
towards politics is neutral, without negative or positive emotions and expectations. Young 
people prefer following political events instead of real participation in elections and 
debates, membership in associations. The most politically active and protesting groups 
– students and unemployed young people. Dissatisfaction in economic situation and 
conditions of life reduces legitimate social and political practices and increases willingness 
to take part in mass protests. At the same time, the regional youth is more involved in social 
useful activities (voluntary work and public assistance, health promotion, environment 
protection, cultural event organization), which are usually episodic and unsystematic, 
organized in the form of single local actions.

Keywords: Youth, Activism, Political Participation, Youth Movement
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Psychology and law are two separate disciplines, but they have much in common. 
While the goal of psychology is to understand the behavior, the purpose of law on the 
other hand is to regulate it. Both areas make assumptions about what makes people 
act as they do. Forens psychologist role is to assist the legal system, the importance 
of which becomes even greater when the case involves a minor, the development 
parameters which make it even more fragile front panel. 

This paper presents a description of the role of relationship between the forens 
psychologist and the juvenile court hearings based on best practices developed countries 
trying to serve as a benchmark for our context. The role of the psychologist in a legal 
proceeding will vary depending on the type of case and the relevant procedure, when 
the minor requires or is required to be involved. 

When an infant expresses his opinion in the Court, as in a civil case (i.e custody), 
or the criminal case, at the moment of the evidence there should be present a 
psychologist too. The paper also undertakes to show the factors that affect the quality 
of the interrogation of a minor, and presents a clear view, a professional psychological 
assessment in civil and criminal cases, determining the focus of the field and design 
methodology used for this assessment. The paper concludes with recommendations 
and conclusions.

Keywords: Forens Psychologist, Child, Quality Examination, Psychological Evaluation
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Albania is currently experiencing a rapid and constant pace of change in technology 
and is reporting an increased amount of internet access, that both create opportunities 
for development of children and youth. However, allowing children to access internet 
directlycan is dangerous if no precaution is ensured. While youth experience the same 
hazards, internet and technology are also considered as the means that can lead to 
increased social engagement, empowerment, and competencies. 

World Vision Albania has demonstrated particular interest on how technology 
and internet in particular are influencing the life of the children and youth and has 
conducted two studies that assess: - The risks children’s are facing with regard to the 
online safety. The data have collected from 900 children aged 13 to18 years; - The 
ICT access, usage and knowledge among youth in Albania. The data have collected 
from 416 young people aged 14 to 24 years. 

The results indicate that children are accessing the internet at an extent comparable 
to other European countries, but are facing greater risk: 44 percent of cases report 
to watch pornographic materials every day, while almost half have been contacted 
online by an unknown individual within last year. Moreover they report to not have 
the necessary knowledge to safely navigate online and to cope in case an incident 
occurs. While the other study with youth shows results of the wide use of computers 
and internet, mostly through social media. Despite the frequent use, the knowledge 
regarding internet and its risks is limited.

Keywords: Children, Youth, Internet use, Risks, Opportunities, Albania
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This research was conducted to investigate the impact of gender roles on women and 
girls everyday life choices, focusing on the case of Kukes Region, by gathering quantitative 
and qualitative data. Being a woman in Kukes Region is not as simple as somebody 
may think. Apart for the socio-economic problems that disturb the life of the people in 
this region like: poverty, unemployment, school dropouts, high rate of migration of the 
population (especially youth), lack of investments, lack of quality of the services offered 
(like medical, educational, social services), etc., woman and girls have to face with the 
patriarchal society and old mentalities that reinforce gender roles and make women and 
girls life much more difficult and frustrating compared to the life of men and boys. In 
this research 400 people were invited to participate in the questionnaires, 25 people in the 
opened interviews. The findings revealed that gender roles are considered as one of the 
main factors for impeding women and girls to break their traditional roles (as mothers 
and households) that keep them trapped inside the walls of their houses. According to 
the results, being a mother and a good household have to be the main priority and focus 
for girls and women. The most disturbing issue is that this old mentality has infected 
not only the men but also many of the women.

Keywords: Gender Roles; Women and Girls, Kukes Region, Old Mentality, Patriarchal Society
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Current research on parent-adolescent attachment relationships highlights the 
importance of attachment styles in mental health issues evidencing associations between 
insecure attachment and mental health problems such as. This paper offers a brief overview 
of attachment perspective on mental health problems among adolescents. Specifically , 
different research findings on the contribution of attachment patterns in mental health 
problems are examined showing that insecure attachment is associated with higher 
levels of depression, anxiety, personal inadequacy, antisocial and aggressive behavior and 
engagement in risky behavior in adolescents compared with their securely attached peers.

Keywords: Attachment, Mental Health, Depression, Anxiety, Security, Risky Behavior
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Puberty is associated with a number of bodily changes which are not always 
welcomed by teenagers. The global self-esteem is multidimensional and determined 
by a combination of feelings of adequacy in particular domains. This study aims to 
measure the body-esteem in general and to identify potential differences between 
males and females. The sample included 100 high schools students in Shkodra. The 
data are collected by e questionnaire which include three categories of measurement: 
anthropometry, demographics and psychology. The anthropometric measures include 
height and weight. 

The demographic data include age, gender and years of study. The psychological 
measure includes the Body-Esteem Scale for Adolescents and Adults. The study 
has generated results for the body esteem in general but also for certain categories 
such general feelings about appearance, weight satisfaction and positive evaluations 
attributed to others about one’s body and appearance. The data are collected in May-
June 2014. 51% of adolescents had average body esteem and 46% high body esteem. 
Very few teenagers were underweight or obese and in general they had a good rating 
on their body esteem. Results of the study also found that there were not significant 
differences in the body esteem level between males and females.

Keywords: Body esteem, Adolescents, Body Mass Index
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The world of children is very wide world innocence prevails, where the impossible 
is possible, where there is a prince and princess. Children are vulnerable and being 
with the angelic is the stage of life where man always retains as a precious memory, 
like a precious treasure. Children change a lot over the years we are different from 
yesterday and today. They are beings of a world view different from all other beings. 
Children are being starved for knowledge and always seek to explore different countries 
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require learn new things. Most of them want to be unique. Being unique is not known 
if stored when they live in the world of adolescence. Where things change from the 
world of beautiful and fearless turn wild in a world where gender inequalities faced 
many, contempt, deprivation of freedom, selfishness. Everything turns into equal and 
unequal gender differentiation. 

All human beings are characterized by a deep need for freedom in search of self-
realization. To declare that there is gender inequality means to affirm that women 
are less empowered than men to meet the needs they have as men to experience self-
realization. All theories of inequality as women assume that men will respond to very 
easily and naturally equalizing social situations.

Keywords: Children, World, Young, Different, Unique
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Gender equality stands as a goal in its own right but it is also a key factor for 
sustainable economic growth, social development and environmental sustainability. 
As such gender equality means offering same opportunities to women and men, 
including them in decision-making, and ensuring that women’s and men’s interests 
are both taken into account in the allocation of resources. This paper focuses on 
women’s empowerment as a key process in reaching gender equality and, through that, 
sustainable development by looking at the case of rural Albania where empowerment 
of women remains a great challenge. 

In recent years, the country has made significant efforts to address these challenges 
through its nationwide commitments to gender equality. However, the progress made 
in the institutional, political, and legal framework, have not closed the gender gap at 
the national level and even less so in rural areas. This paper explores main problems 
that inhibit women’s empowerment process in rural Albania. Through descriptive 
statistics of findings from women respondents in three different geographical rural areas 
situated in north, middle and south Albania, a mapping of main problems is depicted 
under economic empowerment, education, health, and social inclusion and security. A 
comparative perspective is employed to underline shared problems of women in rural 
areas as well as area related specificities and priorities.

Keywords: Gender, Sustainable Development, Women Empowerment, Rural Albania
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Most parents look forward to ultrasound during pregnancy to find out their baby’s 
sex. There is a societal expectation that the individual should be the one is born, so many 
of us take for granted the perfect match between biological sex and gender identity. But 
some children and adolescents do not fit, they say are born in the wrong body. Gender 
identity is defined as the individual’s sense of being a male or a female. Terms “transsexual”, 
“gender dysphoria”, are not easily understood, but describe people whose gender identity 
is in contradiction with their biological sex. Since two years old these children show 
interest mainly in opposite sex toys and clothes. They have a strong wish to look like the 
opposite gender, first at home and then insist in coming-out. In Europe & USA some 
of these children enter the school system as the other gender. Parents themselves, after 
unsuccessful attempts and techniques to make their child interested in its own biological 
sex, are supporting them in their uneasy way. This attitude is also taking place with support 
of clinical experts who in diagnosed cases do not see it as something to be fixed over 
time. Despite the support of parents and experts, the legal and social norms are moving 
more slowly. The question arises: How will Albanian society deal with such cases? How 
will they be accommodated in schools in social and legal point of view? Through this 
paper, I would like to raise awareness of Albanian society to be accepting of children and 
adolescents with gender dysphoria and also to invite legal changes in this direction. The 
phenomenon is secure, so we have to be prepared and open in this regard.

Keywords: Gender Dysphoria, Gender Identity, Children, Societal Norm, Raising 
Awareness, Albania
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This scientific work has studied the phenomenon of job discrepancy, a phenomenon 
which concerns the difference between formal job descriptions and real expectations 
that a person has in their workplace. According to the literature review, there aren’t 
any studies that have taken into account this phenomenon in Albania, especially the 
relationship between job discrepancy and job satisfaction as well as job stress. According 
to Barbouletos (2011), researching job discrepancy is important to understand the 
major problematic that employees have with their role inside the organization and 
the expectations that the organization has for them, in order for the organizational 
objectives to be achieved. To measure these variables, were used 3 scales that were 
applied to a sample of 200 employees in two organizations of the private sector. The 
final sample resulted in 130 females (65%) and 70 males (35%).The results of this 
study showed that job discrepancy has a strong positive correlation with occupational 
stress and a strong negative correlation with job satisfaction. Also the most affected 
employees by job discrepancy were of both genders without differences, that were 
between the age of 29-39 years old and that had less than 5 years in a certain job 
position. The findings suggest that job discrepancy may have a negative effect on the 
organizational environment, by resulting in the need to conduct further research to 
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highlight ways of coping with job discrepancy for employees through the improvement 
of the policies inside the organizations.

Keywords: Discrepancy, job satisfaction, job stress, job description, job position
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Psychological well-being is an increasingly relevant and necessary consideration in 
the modern workplace. It takes part to the right of every individual of the human family 
and corporate social responsibility policies. The purpose of the study is monitoring the 
current state of psychological well-being on a sample of employees, basing on the design 
of work and the promotion of mental health by the companies, where they operate. For 
the calculation of the indicator of motivation on work was applied the theory of job 
characteristics, designed by Hackman and Oldham (1975, 1976, 1980). Which is wide 
useful in many different countries of the world, such as France, Germany, Netherlands, 
Italy, Spain, Sweden, Denmark etc? Currently, in Albania there aren’t implemented, 
presented studies on this issue, as a result was decided to conduct it. Wellness is very 
beneficial, increase productivity and brings stability to work. To conduct the study, in 
addition to foreign literature review, was very important the application of an online 
questionnaire. The analyses of the questionnaires shows that motivation at work is at 
a low range also are observed psychological distress, respondents have expressed their 
desire to improve the welfare to work, but the commitment of companies to ensure it, 
is low range. In this way compromises the quality of service and productivity in these 
companies. Also, problems related to mental health are evident and require immediate 
intervention by professionals.

Keywords: Design of work, Promotion, Observations, Interventions
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Nowadays work is taking great importance in terms of lifestyle and the increase of 
its quality. But what is to e estimated is how many people work in the profession they 
have; including education they have or he profession that they have taken. Experience 
has shown that a good part of people have invested in different fields of study and being 
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unable to be employed based on their knowledge, they do different work to earn their 
living. This is not always productive because if you do not love your profession work will 
not be productive too, the closer to the profession you are, the better work will be done, 
the more pleasure you will get. It is important not only to choose a profession that will 
suit you, but at the same time to have a profession with employment opportunities in 
the future. Only if both of these match, we can say that we have made   the right choice, 
as work will be linked to the profession and will bring us pleasure.

Keywords: Work, Occupation, Pleasure, Living
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The aim of this study is to analyze the relationship between leadership style and 
job performance of teachers. The subjects of this study are the teachers of 9-years 
schools at Lezha district. The research data were collected through a questionnaire. The 
questionnaire collected data on demographic variables of employees, leadership style 
of school principals and job performance of teachers. Results of the study showed that 
school principals mainly used the democratic style of leadership. Overall job performance 
of teachers was at average level. There is no statistically significant relationship between 
leadership style and performance at work. There was no difference in the leadership style 
and job performance of teachers according to demographic variables such as gender, 
age or work experience.

Keywords: Leadership, Performance, Teacher
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According to social constructionism (M. Spector, J. Kitsuse), social problems 
are the claims-making activity with the requirement to change negative conditions 
that are considered as existing by different social groups. As a rule, these groups have 
economic, political and symbolic power and compete with each other for control under 
the definition of a problem, promote their own values and norms. If any group wins, 
its values are put in the basis of laws, and this group acquires a variety of resources 
– economic, politic, symbolic etc. Fuller R. and Myers R. stressed the importance of 
values in understanding of social problems. 

They offered the concept of double value conflict. On the one hand, people have 
different opinions, whether the condition threatens to fundamental values (for example, 
sexual minority, unemployment, environmental issues etc.). On the other hand, while 
there is general agreement regarding the conditions (for example, murder, traffic 
accident etc.), due to discrepancy of other values, people disagrees about reforms, 
social policy and laws. Moreover, traditional values vary in different societies and in 
different historical periods. As a result, many social problems is unsolvable. Very often 
social groups suffering from the problem lose the competition. Laws, reforms and 
social policy may reflect interests and values of power groups and ignore the values of 
the other groups really suffering from this problem. We can say that social problems 
are the competition between different values.

Keywords: Social problems, construction of social problems, value conflict, power groups
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Second World War in Albania after the collapse of the communist system has become 
an important part of studies of history science. As the invading German, Italian occupiers 
published in Albanian languagea German demagogic journal with military nature called 
“Lirija e Shqipnis” (June-October 1944). This journal of German army would inform 
the public with special demagogic naturein relation to the Independence. At a time when 
the press began publishing the German military forces in Albania (19 June-November 
1944) according to the documents of the time, the German army was taking losses and 
kick on the ground. So the press will treat with pomposity and propaganda victories of 
the German army’s and losses and destruction of antifascist allies on the other hand. In 
this point of view are given the internal developments in Albania. In addition, the press 
informs the public about the devastating coups that were being given communist gangs 
who enjoyed a clear fondness by the British and the Americans. For evaluation of this 
period, the political-military situation of our country during the invasion of the German 
army, given the methodology of historiography of the press, I have studied on academic 
texts of this period, published after the announcement of political pluralism.

Keywords: World War II, German Army, German Military Press in Albania, Communist Gangs
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In the history of modern state two liberty are closely connected and interconnected 
in such way that when fall off one fall and other. More exactly without civil liberty how 
freedom press and freedom opinion how freedom union participation population in 
political power is a lie but without participation in power so in government civil liberty 
have least probability to continuous. Meantime that civil liberty are a necessary condition 
for execution of politic freedom the politic freedom so popular inspection of political 
power is a necessary condition for achievement firstly and for protection of civil freedom. 
So we have the problem of report between liberalism and democracy.

Keywords: Freedom, Democracy
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As in a good work of Franz Babinger “Mehmet the Conqueror” or Turkish historian 
Halil work Inalcik “History of the Turks” and many, many other references noted this 
phenomenon: Over the centuries under the Ottoman Empire, most of the Peninsula 
Balkan was unique geographical object without internal frontiers. Only in the nineteenth 
century comes the formation of nation-states that impose state borders in the Balkans. 
There was a lot factor such as: common invaders, many revolutions in the world as 
the French bourgeois revolution, attended the Balkan intelligence, to submit the idea 
of   crossing a confederation of Balkan peoples. To many it seemed a fantasy, a dream 
collection, but do not forget that the idea of a united Europe has not had its skeptics 
few. Idea of the Balkan Federation was developed and crystallized especially during the 
nineteenth century liberation movements and social-democratic Balkan countries as an 
alternative to transnational expansion. From the first pioneers of this idea was Christo 
Botev, a poet and activist known in Bulgaria and Serbia Tzvetozar Markovic. Markovic, 
as originator and one of the first supporters of the idea of   Balkan Federation warned the 
Serbian people that he lived mixed with other Balkan countries without geographic and 
ethnographic boundaries clearly defined and hence, had to take the role of invaders to 
its neighbors if they aimed to create the largest national state.

Keywords: Project of Balkan Federation, Balkan Confederation
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Issues on logical principles have been always topic of wide range philosophical 
discussions. These discussions have not been limited only to logical principles and 
concepts but have also included mathematical debates. The German and Polish tradition 
is very important in this field, especially by the end of the XIX-th and beginning of the 
XX-th century. In the meantime achievements in other disciplines, mainly in the field of 
psychology, have contributed to this discussion. Interpretations are generally divided into 
two logical lines which consider objects as objects in themselves or as mental objects. 
Thus the debate has got a metaphysical character as well. Further elaborations of this 
topic have preceded the discovery of polyvalent logic by the Polish logician Lucasiewicz. 
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Although these are issues pertaining to the history of logic, they are still of present 
interest. Contemporary studies in the field of cognitive science focus mainly on ways 
of thinking, so that theoretical and historical information about logical principles and 
objects is valuable.

Keywords: Logical Principles, Mental Stages, Generalization of Experience.
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The concept of time and space has been elaborated by many philosophers, but no one has 
given a satisfactory answer. This project aims to treat the way that these concepts are explained 
in the philosophy of Henri Bergson, one of the greatest metaphysicians of the twentieth century. 
Bergson, unlike his predecessors, brings a new kind of metaphysic, distinguishing it 
from the previous metaphysics and the science, to give its domain. In Henry Bergson’s 
theory metaphysics and science complement each-other. Time and space obtain a new 
meaning in this metaphysic. They are built precisely on the relationship between inner 
quality and outer quantity, between metaphysics and science, the relationship of intuition 
and outer consciousness. This shows that space and time are an immediate intuitive 
data, as well as a construction of consciousness, an instrument that helps us to live and 
operate. This peculiarity of their being makes us speak about the different types of time 
and space. Time and space are treated as phenomena of the world, emerged from the 
relationship between human interior intuition and external world in which we live. They 
are an essential structure of consciousness in the way of being a human. For Bergson, 
space is a principle of differentiation and time is projected in space expressing duration 
through extension.

Keywords: Metaophysic, Time, Space, Duration, Conscience
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Moral and legal rules may overlap, because moral and legal obligation may be similar 
in some situations. However, moral and legal obligation may also differ in some situations. 
Moral and legal rules may apply to similar aspects of conduct, such as the obligation to be 
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honest and truthful or the obligation to respect the rights of other individuals. However, 
moral rules cannot always be changed in the same way that legal rules can be changed. In 
this paper, based on the point of view of H. L. A. Hart on the relation between law and 
morality, I will try to explain logically why in Albania we have problems in the application 
of certain rules. According to Hart there is no necessary logical connection between the 
content of law and morality, and that the existence of legal rights and duties may be 
devoid of any moral justification. How, then, the moral, that changes slowly than the 
legal rules, affects the recognition of different laws. In Albania the failure of application 
of certain laws is a serious problem and asks multi factorial analyses, but I will deal here 
only with theoretic explanation of the impact of moral rules in the application or non 
application, recognition or non recognition of legal rules.
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This paper refers to the success, or to be more exact, to the sociology of success. 
We can express it in the equation: Vts = Ics + Scs + Vm; Vts – is the total variance 
of success; Ics – the individual component of the success; Scs – Social component, 
and Vm – measurement error. The empirical studies show that the general perception 
(in Albania and not only), is that success is exclusively result of the individual merit. 
But, let’s refer first to a great sociologist, C. Wright Mills. In the mid of 1900s he 
looked at the backgrounds of the American business elite from the Colonial Era to 
the twentieth century. In most cases, not surprisingly, he found that business leaders 
tended to come from privileged backgrounds. The exception was the 1830 group. 
All the great Americans of business (Rockefeller, Morgan and Co) were born within 
nine years. This was because of the very special “Social Opportunities” of the 1860s 
and 1870s, when the American economy went through the greatest transformation 
in its history. Mills writes: “The best time for a poor boy ambitious for high business 
success to have been born was around the year 1835”. The same: all the great fathers 
of computer revolution (Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Eric Schmidt, Bill Joy, et al) are born in 
only three years: 1953-1955. It was just “the time to be born”, the time of the greatest 
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social opportunities for success. What about the Albanian ‘poor boys ambitious’ for 
high business successes? The post-communist transformations are characterized by the 
shift from the ‘equal distribution of the poverty’, to the most extreme social disparities 
experienced in any of the Eastern European Countries. But a conceptual injustice is 
tested empirically, regarded with the ‘privatization’ of the (individual) success”, and 
the ‘socialization’ of the (social) problems. About ¾ of a national sample affirm that 
poverty is associated with society (especially with the state, or government), and 
more than ¾ claim that enrichment is simply a personal achievement... This paper is 
attempts to explain the features of the “social opportunities” and their crucial role in 
the success of the people, and the strong correlation between social and individual 
components of success. 
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Attachment theoretical perspective is broadly used to explain the psychological 
well- being of infants as well as adults focusing on the importance of early relationship 
between mother and infant. Meanwhile, there is an ongoing debate about the role of 
nurture versus nature in the long term consequences of attachment in psychological 
well-being.This article highlights recent theories and findings about this topic arguing 
that environmental factors during the development of the child are of more importance 
than the attachment created during childhood with primary caregiver.
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J. P. Sartre in a second moment was at the same time engaged politically 
and intellectually. He especially explored the problem of being intellectual and 
politically engaged at the same time. Sartre spent most of his life attempting to 
reconcile his existentialist ideas about free will with communist principles, saying that 
the socio-economic forces beyond our immediate, individual control play a critical role 
in our lives. He wanted to give Marxism a more rigorous intellectual defence than it 
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had received up until then; He concluded by saying that Marx’s notion of “class” as 
an objective entity was fallacious. The emphasis on the humanist values   in the early 
works of Marx by Sartre led to a dispute with the leading Communist intellectual in 
France in the 1960s, Louis Althusser, who claimed that the ideas of the new Marx were 
decisively superseded by the “scientific” system of the old Marx. Sartre will dominate 
our era, remaining “Man of the Century ‘, as defined by Bernard Henri Levy, who is 
explained with the pile of the diverse legitimacy, as that of the philosopher, writer and 
the media intellectual.

Keywords: Politics, Existence, Existentialism, Intellectual, Individualism
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The concept of honour, as a “code of behaviors” and “moral duties” of an individual 
within a social group has special importance for Albanian society. The honour of the 
family represents a moral construction of people’s behaviours, norms or rules that 
are crucial to their acceptance and social reputation in collective society. This paper 
explores, the perceptions of two generation of men, on the meanings attached to the 
codes and values of honour and collective shame in Albania family and society. The 
authors draw on the findings from 24 in depth interviews, with two generations of 
men who have migrated from remote villages of northern and southern Albania into 
periphery areas of Tirana. 

The conclusions reached in this study suggest that, the ongoing regional discourses 
on codes of honour and collective shamein are still articulated by the majority of 
informants in terms of informal customary law “Kanun”, social relation and traditional 
norms of the past, which place honour as the most “precious” value and “sacred treasure” 
of Albanian family and society. 

While the younger generation perceived honour in terms of control of women’s 
body and sexuality relating it as well to honour crimes of women, the older generation 
had a more elaborated concept of dishonoured family by including a whole range of 
unacceptable behaviours that damage the family reputation in the society. In such 
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light, non-preservation of family honour by female members of the family becomes 
an excuse to “wash out the shame” by killing in the name of honour.

Keywords: Honour, Gender, Customary Law, Masculinity, Femininity, Honour  Crimes
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To examine the association between demographic data and quality of life among adult 
forensic patients. The Lancashire Quality of Life Profile were used to assess perception on 
quality of life and the demographic data in 98 detained adult forensic patients in Prision 
Hospital of Tirana.The proportion of adult forensic patients scoring above quality of life 
was significantly related with gender, age, psychiatric symptoms, and offense committees 
of detained. Hierarchical multiple regression models showed that perception on life in 
general, activities of daily life, living conditions in hospital, relationships with family 
members were significantly low among detained adult forensic patients, indicating that 
detention contributed to increased symptom levels of psychiatric symptoms.For adult 
forensic patients, even brief detention is associated with a low perception on personal 
quality of life, that interfere in rehabilitation plans. Governments should consider the 
many viable alternatives to incarceration of adult forensic patients, such as temporary 
placement in a supervised residential facility, to minimize the risks of psychological harm 
to this vulnerable population.

Keywords: Adult Forensic Patients, Detention, Psychiatric Symptoms, Quality of Life, Gender
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The term “Probation service” is used for the first time in Albania in 2009. The 
Probation Service (P.S) is the state body that oversees the implementation of alternative 
punishment, provides information and reports to the prosecutor and the court. By law P.S 
helps in executing alternative punishment, and helps the convicted person in overcoming 
difficulties during social reintegration. P.S goal is to protect the community and prevent 
recidivism. In Albania P.S Specialist, is the same one that supervises adults and minors, 
while in European countries specialists are divided as well as courts. From experience I 
noticed, that there are many minors who suffer their sentence in Prison. Once they have 
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completed a required part of the sentence, is required draft evaluation report by P.S. If 
P.S would conduct the evaluation report before the court decision, will be given to the 
minor the opportunity to not interrupt their studies. Separation from the family, often 
worsen their vices.

Keywords: Probation Service, Social Reintegration, Opportunity, Minor
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Plato, the ancient Greek philosopher, defined the purpose of detention as: “Who is 
punished fairly, should become a better person and benefit from the punishment. While 
the famous Roman lawyer said: Indeed, prison should serve to isolate people and not to 
punish them. Today, the 1st mission of the prison system is the isolation of the offenders 
from society. And as secondary is the social rehabilitation and the reintegration of prisoners 
into society, which is responsibility not only of the criminal justice authorities but also 
of the public ones as departments of education and employment, local government, 
probation, libraries, etc. So, cooperation between penal institutions and other bodies is 
continuously needed. An employee of the prison system must have an adequate behaviour 
as for the interest of the institution he represents, as well for the interest of the convicted. 
But controlling the behaviour of one prisoner is a difficult process and it means having 
many responsibilities. Is there any institutional regulations or laws which ensure basic 
rights of prisoners? Is there the right human capacity to implement them? Are the required 
professions included as part of the staff that will work with the prisoners? These and 
other question will have an answer throughout this paper.

Keywords: Security, Reintegration, Rehabilitation, Humane Treatment
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African States have suffered multiple challenges of varying magnitude in spite 
of the several attempts at democratising her social and political experiences. Part of 
these is that of the inability to evolve an appropriate moral guide that would be useful 
for the evaluation of human action and social progress. This problem has become 
imperative in Africa today. There is the issue that the existing cultural values and beliefs 
are inadequate for the survival of the society and the promotion of human solidarity 
and happiness. But what is the implication for cross-cultural evaluation of values and 
human behaviour and its consequence for the establishment of viable conception of 
human rights? The attempt in this paper will be to argue that this relativist concern 
fails because a particular moral claim is not justified simply because it is said to be 
relevant to a social context. It is legitimate to ask for the justification of a moral claim 
even when we have established the rationale for it to a given social context. 

Specifically, the attempt is to argue for the existence of a world society in which 
human beings, irrespective of socio-cultural differences, interacts in a non-arbitrary 
manner. This paper, therefore, will explore the analytic-descriptive method to interrogate 
the above in a manner many scholars are wont to ignore. Hence, it is expected that 
this paper will initiate a perspective that will challenge extant interpretation of a 
context-dependent conception of human rights and the possibility and legitimacy of 
cross-cultural evaluation of values.

Keywords: Rights, Human Rights, Culture, Contemporary Africa, Relativism
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Sixteen years after the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act (IPRA) of 1997 was enacted, 
the struggles of indigenous peoples (IPs) in the Philippines gradually evolved from a 
discourse centered on human rights protection to a more holistic view of IP development 
that focuses on environmental, socio-economic, political, and cultural concerns of 
IPs. Civil society organizations played a crucial role as lobbyists in the enactment of 
IPRA and as monitors and often, correctors of the State in its implementation. This 
case study draws insights from the external evaluation the researcher did for the Legal 
Assistance Center for Indigenous Filipinos or simply, PANLIPI (short for pang-lipi 
or ‘for the tribe’). Findings of the evaluation study, which reveal connections between 
PANLIPI’s approach and IP communities’ socio-economic wellbeing, become more 
interesting as many of the IPs view PANLIPI as a better alternative to the national 
government’s central agency mandated to protect the rights of IPs in the country. The 
participants’ view centers heavily on the seemingly failure of the government to adopt a 
culturally-responsive approach that reflects values of sincerity, people-centeredness, and 
respect for customary laws. These values, as observed, are interlaced in the symbolic, 
interpersonal approach of PANLIPI’s lawyers and community facilitators who are 
mostly indigenous peoples themselves.

Keywords: Indigenous peoples, civil society, customary laws, Philippines
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Given the dynamics of the spread of a criminal phenomenon quite harmful which 
is called “Drugs” issues that brought this phenomenon not only in terms of social 
medical legal aspects have done well to attract the attention of lawyers and to combat 
and prevent it, in all its forms, we organized ways People who abuse the drug causes 
serious damage to health unless we their transformed asocial people, being social with 
contingent to prone to crimes of this material for different. 
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Selection received from problems criminal code and amount as problems that 
emerged due to this phenomenon. The paper which addresses numerous issuest caused 
the spread offenses in the field of drugs and drug addiction among an important 
place the trafficking, sale and importation, exportation of narcotic and psychotropic I 
substancave their treatment according to our legislation phenomenon drug trafficking 
in Albanian reality is demonstrated in ways different by organized crime. To realize 
this article I used theoretical and practical approach.

Keywords: Keywords Drugs, Police, Cocaine, Trafficking
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The right to freedom of expression, including freedom of the press and media 
is the foundation of any democracy and a fundamental condition of every human 
progress. Institutions of the European Convention on Human Rights emphasize the 
particular importance of protecting political expression in a democratic society, to 
ensure free participation in discussions about important social issues and freedom of 
the press. Although the press cannot exceed some specified borders, his task is to spread 
information and ideas on all matters that arouse public interest. Media should not be 
influenced by politics and need to develop in a competitive free market. This paper 
attempts to identify the causes that have led to the problematic situation of freedom of 
expression, freedom of the media and especially the press. European Union countries 
are facing today with the rape crisis freedom of speech and press, including violence 
against journalists. States that wish to become members of the European Union, are 
advised to follow the European model, which represents not less problematic in terms 
of media freedom. This paper reflects the role of the media and the press in a democratic 
society, independence and transparency offered by them, the subjectivity of journalists 
in imparting information and also aims to provide some solutions for the future of 
press freedom and media.

Keywords: Media Freedom, Freedom of the Press
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This scientific paper will be treat human rights, their history, their development and 
where they come from. Also, it will address the concept and characteristics of human 
rights and especially the right of individuals to have a fair legal process. In a broad 
sense, due process is interpreted here as the right to be treated fairly, efficiently and 
effectively by the administration of justice. The rights to due process place limitations 
on laws and legal proceedings, in order to guarantee fundamental fairness and justice. 
As due process rights are traditionally known among human right experts to centre on 
the right to a fair trial and the right to an effective remedy, the first three elements are 
discussed under the heading of fair trial, while effectiveness is discussed under the right 
to an effective remedy. In the following will be treated the creation of legal national 
legislation on the right to have a fair hearing and the rights of the individual in a civil, 
criminal and administrative. Besides internal system I will treat European systems and 
regional systems. In this paper I will treat elements of an individual’s right to have a 
fair legal process, decisions that are provided by the European Court of Human Rights. 
These decisions are of a great importance for global conventions and regional treaties 
that are part of this topic.

Keywords: Fair Legal Process, Human Rights, Individual Right, European Court of 
Human Rights
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This topic will be addressed by ethical and philosophical perspective, and aims 
to provide a relation of the individual to society, in terms of the rights enjoyed by the 
individual, and that respect for the integrity of individual rights, and in fact constitutes 
the foundation of societies developed. Some of the key moments of this topic will be: 
- First, we will clarify the origin and validity of human rights and values   that stand as 
a point of reference for these rights. - We will then continue with the treatment and 
analysis of the relationship between the individual and society from the perspective 
of the individual enjoys rights. - Another important point of the paper will be the 
articulation of social responsibility that should feel the individual as part of society. - And 
finally it will be argued why individualism as conception, represents a high achievement 
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in the field of human rights. As becomes clear from the above moments, the aim of 
this paper is to argue that individualism, in fact, is the product of the development 
and consolidation of human rights. This does not mean that embrace individualism, 
cultivates apathetic individuals socially, but rather, it means respect for the other, rights 
and dignity. Some of the most important authors who would behave in this paper are 
Aristotle, T. Hobbes, JJ. Rousseau, I. Kant, J. Rawls, H.L.A. Hart, etc.

Keywords: Human Rights, Society, Values, Individualism, Dignity
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European Convention of Human Rights is one of the most important instruments 
on the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms in Europe. Its adoption 
in 1950 brought a revolution in the international law of human rights. Its importance 
lay in two elements. First was binding on states that were party of the Convention and 
secondly predict control instruments to ensure the respect of fundamental rights and 
freedoms provided by the Contracting States concerned. 

Two were the instruments, European Commission of Human Rights and the 
European Court of Human Rights. With the implementation of Protocol. 11, on 1st 
November 1998, these institutions were replaced by the European Court of Human 
Rights. A permanent structure, able to fulfil all functions of the previous structures. We 
can say that the European Convention on Human Rights occupies an important place 
in the Albanian law, because it is the only international act convened directly in the 
Constitution of the Republic of Albania

Keywords: European Covenant of Human Rights, Human Rights, European Court of 
Human Rights
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Kosovo, the last country to emerge following the collapse of the former Yugoslavia 
is dealing with many challenges to seeking economic prosperity and growth, social 
and political stability and European Integration. With almost half of its working 
force unemployed and poor economy Kosovo is looking forward after its declaration 
of independence to developing in large scale in every sector of its economy. But still 
foreign investment remains low and the GDP is one of the lowest in Europe. In addition 
citizens are considered the most isolated if not in the world at least in Europe because 
of not having the opportunity to travel abroad. Visa liberalisation process with EU 
has started with the countries in the region, but Kosovo still has long way to go to 
fulfil its requirements. 

In a short period of time Kosovo went through different bodies of administration 
and things had to be coordinated with UN, EU (Papajorgji 2013). Corruption is still 
a very serious “disease” and it is slowing the economic and social development. There 
are many plans to develop the economy of Kosovo, but still it looks like these plans are 
not having the desired effect. This paper emphasizes main problems of the economy 
in Kosovo and its problems toward the EU integration. Furthermore the political 
complexity is stopping and giving stress to the economic development. Finally it looks 
like diplomacy this time is going to succeed and a new era will begin for Kosovo and 
entire region towards prosperity, economic development and EU Integration.

Keywords: Kosovo, Economic development, EU integration, Investment, Growth
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In the process of globalization more or less every social group is the part of 
economic development. The communication technology has enlarged the arena of 
global transformation. In the course of transformation the cultural identity of many 
social groups is in transition. Marshal Mcluhan (1989), Ferguson, Marjorie (1991) has 
also pointed out this concept. In the global process of change, while some cultures have 
developed as dominant culture, other cultures could not develop at par with dominant 
cultures. Consequently, new cultural patterns have risen especially among those societies 
where the level of development is low. All these developments have given rise to new 
features related to language, dress pattern, dinning practices other ideational patterns. 
In the course of change the identity of local culture comes in transition. Through full 
length paper it will be tried to high light this sociological problem and some measures 
will also be suggested.

Keywords: Local Culture, Tribal, Native culture
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This paper proposal aims at defining the role played by work policies in advanced 
as well as emerging economies. All the differences existing among countries aside, the 
growing need for convergence in the work field is due to the fact that: a) Nowadays world 
is exposed to a turbulent transition and the balances of power are changing significantly; 
since countries are becoming more and more interdependent, common standards must be 
followed to regulate the world’s markets; b) Following the internal socio-demographic, 
economic and production changes that have occurred in advanced countries, the weak 
subjects of the job market (unemployed, NEET, women, immigrants, disabled people 
and active elders) and factors of weakness (need for a life-long training) have emerged; 
c) Emerging economies must increase their investments in the field of work policies to 
improve their domestic job markets, their occupational structure and the quality of the 
workforce; d) Emerging global issues such as pollution pose a common challenge to 
the North and the South of the world in terms of development of new technologies and 
affirmation of new professions and occupations (such as Green Jobs). Concerted efforts 
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must be made to ensure that the social progress, in addition to production and economic 
returns, reach that side of the world that has long been excluded from them, and also the 
richest part of the world that today is facing big challenges in this field. The common 
aim to reach is to make society more fair and balanced.

Keywords: Work Policie, Globalization, Employment, Development, Sociology
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The aim of this paper is to study and analyze and study the relationship between 
development and investment and the enjoyment of economic Alaguetsadah.valhakouk 
is one of the most important human rights on Alatalaq.fly despite increased reforms and 
improved conditions and investment conditions in the various countries of the world, 
but the enjoyment of these rights is still low and uneven from country to country Akhary.
ma impact on the reality and human development indicators in Alm.mn where income 
individuals and in terms of what conditions Amlhm.an him human development aims 
to achieve justice and fairness, and also develop and strengthen social safety nets so as 
to increase the enjoyment of individual rights Alaguetsadah.ma will affect the reality of 
economic development and human resources.

Keywords: Development, Investment, Human Rights, Human Development
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The aim of this paper is to provide several possible theses, as well as to clarify the term 

of law and morality towards social relations in economy. Also the possible applications 
referring to economy and everyday life of the homo economicus, as well as of corporations 
will be considered. Another aspect of this paper would be the relationship and the 
influence of the moral, legal and other social norms or customs, as crucial in shaping the 
actions of the subjects of the social process of economy. One of the key economic and 
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legal concepts as the concept of welfare state is has also been considered in this paper, as 
a considerable argument towards the thesis that the moral economy exists as a form of 
moral conduct of the individuals which live in a society in a form of a state, governed by 
Law. The arguments and dilemmas in this paper has been a result of the methodology 
that has used the methods of analysis of the thesis of some of the previous papers and 
books published on this topic, as well as using the method of synthesis to provide some 
original views on the topic.

Keywords: Law, Morality, Moral Economy, Social Responsibility, Legal Philosophy, Legal Theory
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In the process of development of countries jurisdictions and the widening 
of sociological bases, globalization and integration in society and in economy of 
multinationals, has taken a huge importance for worldwide economy. A global economy 
is one in which goods, services, people, skills, and ideas move freely across geographic 
borders. Globalization is the increasing economic interdependence among countries and 
their organization as reflected in the flow of goods and services, financial capital, and 
knowledge across country borders. It’s a product of a large number of firms competing 
against one another in an increasing number of global economies. Globalization has led 
to higher levels of performance standards in many competitive dimensions, including 
those of quality, cost, productivity, product introduction time, standards that affect 
firms competing on a domestic only basis. The reason is that costumers will purchase 
from a global competitor rather than a domestic firm when the global company’s 
good or service is superior. Although globalization does offer potential benefits to 
firms, it carries a dose of potential risk that has to do with entering in new markets of 
multinational firms.

Keywords: Globalization, Multinational Firms, New Markets, Risks, Earnings 
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The thrust behind development is the focus on people as the ultimate objective. 
Fundamentally, the discourse concerning development should be examined from the 
purview of security in any society. It is a truism that development could only thrive 
when there is adequate security of lives and property. It is in an environment of peace 
and tranquility that development can take place; this is to say that security is ensuring 
a better today and a brighter future for the citizenry.

It is pertinent to note and understand from the outset the significance of knowledge-
based society as the foundation of security in the quest of man towards authentic 
development. This means that security of lives and property is premised on the fact of 
adequate knowledge necessary for action. Thus, as one of the fundamental principles 
of development, human security for development is based on the level, attainment and 
utilisation of knowledge necessary, which will exhibit competence in ensuring peace, 
order and obedience to law. This paper will, therefore, employ analytic methodology 
to examining and thematising that knowledge is a sine qua non for human security, 
in the attainment of authentic development in African states. This is because human 
security will also be a reality when there is good governance. It is expected that the 
intent of the paper shall be to interrogate the extent and the ways security would be 
struggled for, in order for development to be guaranteed.

Keywords: Security, Human Security, African Development, Contemporary Society
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A Systematic Literature Review on Self-Esteem 
and Psychological Well-Being in Kosovo

Naim FANAJ
Mental Health Unit for Children and Adolescents - Prizren, Kosovo

E-mail: naimfanaj@gmail.com

Fleura SHKEMBI
Euroepan University of Tirana, Albania

E-mail: fleurashkembi@gmail.com

Erika MELONASHI
Euroepan University of Tirana, Albania
E-mail: erika.melonashi@uet.edu.al

Self-esteem represents a basic behavioral motive. As such this construct is related 
to several dimensions of psychological well-being. The aims of the present study were 
to analyses research on self-esteem in Kosovo and discuss findings relating self-esteem 
to psychological well-being. Seven full papers and five abstracts have been identified. 
Rosenberg Self- Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) was used as a measuring instrument 
in all cases. Apart from three studies where participants were Serbian, the rest were 
Kosovo-Albanians. 

The samples varied from 60 to 1958 participants. The internal consistency of 
the questionnaire has shown acceptable values (alpha between .70 - .83). The mean 
values of self-esteem in these studies ranged from 22.1 to 37.65. These values are 
comparable with other countries such as Bosnia, Greece, Italy, Serbia etc. As regards 
the relationships between self-esteem and psychological well-being the study found 
significant correlations with suicidal ideation, emotional difficulties and behavioral 
problems. Also significant correlations have been reported between self-esteem and 
anxiety, shyness, depression, impulsive behavior, eating disorders etc. Conversely 
self-esteem correlates positively with hope and life satisfaction. As regards substance 
abuse there is evidence that adolescents with high self-esteem are more likely to use 
substances; on the other hand there are also studies which have failed to find any 
significant relationship.

Keywords: Self-Esteem, Kosovo, Psychological Well-Being
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Social Policy and Quality of Life

Veronika DUCI
University of Tirana, Faculty of Social Sciences, 

Department of Social Work and Social Policy, Albania
E-mail: veronicaduci@gmail.com

Quality of life is one important field of human rights. Copenhagen criteria require 
social policies that address equality, health and anti – discrimination at work. The aim of 
this study is to explore the effects of caregiving in quality of life of caregivers and in the 
employment status and family monthly income. For this purpose, a quantitative study 
was conducted with n = 377 participants, which were cancer caregivers at the public 
University Hospital “Nene Tereza” in Tirana. The Quality of Life Scale of Flanagan (1982) 
was used, as well as close – ended questions regarding family income, hours of caregiving 
and employment status. Results of this study correlate with other studies in this field. A 
majority of participants report a low – medium level of quality of life (79%), only 37.4 
% are employed and half of them have low family monthly income. Pension/caregiver 
credits can be implemented in the Albanian context, based on European best practices.

Keywords: Quality of Life, Cancer, Caregiving, Family Income
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Religion, Collective Behavior and Social Activism
 

Ismail HASANI
University College Humanistica – Ferizaj, Kosovo

E-mail: ismail_hasani@yahoo.com
 
Religious conversion has conventionally been treated as something that happens to 

the person. This represents a passivist paradigm within the mechanistic world view of 
classical science. An alternative paradigm is proposed from an activist perspective within 
a contextual world hypothesis typical of interactionist and dramaturgical analysis. In 
this view, conversion is treated as the accomplishment of an actively strategizing seeker 
interacting with the others constituting a religious collectivity. The approach is illustrated 
from the authors’ earlier investigations of how seekers act to discover and make use of 
a particular means of personal transformation offered by and institutionalized within 
a conver sionist group. Problems of maintaining a transformed life and difficulties in 
conceptualizing conversion are discussed in some detail.

Keywords: Religion, Social Activism, Social Movements
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The Positive Effects of Religiousness 
on Mental Health in Physically Vulnerable Populations

 
Silva AVDYLI

University College Humanistica – Ferizaj, Kosovo
E-mail: silvaavdyli12@gmail.com

 
Since Freud and other famous mental health scholars have put forth their postulations 

concerning the neurotic influences of religion in mental health, many of the 20th century 
mental health professionals have been influenced to hold skeptical and even hostile attitudes 
toward religion. However, the past two decades have increasingly found more empirical 
evidence supporting the beneficial effects of religiousness on mental health that apparently 
contrasts with the postulations of Freud. Consequently, although the number of studies 
concerning these vulnerable populations is less than research on the general healthy 
populations, well-conducted studies did point out the beneficial effects of religiousness 
on physically vulnerable people. Apparently, religion is an important aspect of life in these 
populations during the times of suffering and stress. Finally, relevant theories explicating 
the relationship are reviewed and some theoretical implications are also addressed.

Keywords: Religiousness, Mental Health, Physically Vulnerable Populations, Theoretical Implications
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Modern Democracy in Terms of Social Media
 

Roland LAMI
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This paper aims to shed light on problems facing modern democracy in terms of 

the plurality of communication forms. The main hypothesis of the paper is that political 
actors, i.e. political parties, have lost control over the traditional way in which the politics 
is communicated and interpreted in the public domain. Many scholars argue that, thanks 
to the Internet, the vertical dimension of communication is replaced with the horizontal 
dimension, decentralizing thus the information as well as the power.

Thanks to the Internet, each political actor might escape the party and media censure 
while communicating to his/her constituents. At the same time, in our political and 
media reality, this development can have a significant impact on the decentralization of 
power. Moreover, the constituents become aware over time that through possibilities 
provided by the technology, they do not only come to know better their MP candidate, 
but they also will be able to decide for their political fate. Following this perspective, in 
the Albanian context, there are more opportunities of implementing a new form of direct 
democracy which has been significantly distorted by the media and party bureaucracy.

Keywords: Teledemocracy, Social Networks, Mediocrity, Centralization, Direct Democracy
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Higher Education, the Quality and the UET Case
 

Çlirim DURO
European University of Tirana - Tirana, Albania

E-mail: clirim.duro@uet.edu.al
 
The higher education in Albania after the 90-s, has had a variable diagram in 

performance. In 2000, Albania has been faced with the phenomenon of massification 
of higher education market. In 2014 we had about 59 higher education institutions in 
the country. The phenomenon of massification of the higher education is not only an 
Albanian one, but it is also a typical phenomena of the former communist countries, in 
which the right for education belonged to only one layer of society called “elite”.

In these conditions, a great importance is given to the ratio between massivisation and 
quality of our higher education. This report has gone in favor of the massivisatio because 
of the policies that the governments have followed. The case of the European University 
of Tirana is a specific case in the policies that has pursued as a private institution in favor 
of quality. UET, in the process of its development in the higher education market has had 
two main pillars of its function: teaching and research. Based on both these components 
and relying on quality, UET has made it possible to be one of the best universities in all 
our markets. The article aims to highlight the role that quality plays in the development 
of higher education in our country. The article also aims to point out all the mechanisms 
of quality assurance that are being in operation at the European University of Tirana.

Keywords: Albania, University of Tirana, Massification, Higher Education, Quality
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Sofia, Bulgaria: 9-10 November 2012

6th AIS International Conference
Education in turbulent times: The Albanian case in European and global context
Tirana-Albania: 21-22 November 2011
Albanian University & Mediterranean University of Albania

1st BSF Annual Conference
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Tirana-Albania: 22 November 2011 

5th AIS conference: 
The social problems: their study, treatment and solutions; Albania in global context  
Tirana-Albania: 7-8 June 2010
University Kristal, Tirana-Albania 

4th AIS International conference: 
“Twenty Years of Democratic Transformations: Albania in East European Context”; 
Tirana-Albania: 10 December 2009
Tirana International Hotel

3rd AIS Conference: 
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Tirana-Albania: 22 May 2009
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2nd AIS Conference:
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VI.
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VII.
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http:/www.isa-sociology.org; 
http:/www.instituti-sociologjise.al;

http://www.universitetiaab.com;

Call for papers

International Conference
How the International Migration is shaping contemporary society?

Organizers:
Albanian Institute of Sociology (AIS 10th Annual International Conference)
&
AAB University, Pristine-Kosovo
(Based on the Agreement of 21st November 2014)

In cooperation with:
International Sociological Association (Research Committee 20 and 31) 
The Balkan Sociological Forum (BSF)
Albanian Sociological Association (ALBSA) 
Sociological Association of Kosovo (SAK)

How the international migration is shaping our societies and defining our future? 
Which is its impact on the contemporary society, on the social institutions especially of 
the originated countries: Culture, Politics, Economy, Family, Education, Religions, and 
so on? These hypothetical questions are the Central Theme of the conference, trying 
to give en answer based on the uniqueness experience of Balkan Countries, especially 
Albania and Kosovo in European and global context. Why these countries? Just because 
the international migration has been at the core of economic and social changes of 
both Albania (during last two decades and more) and Kosovo (beginning the World 
War II, being part of Ex-Yugoslavia) and later). No other European Country has been 

VII. CALL FOR PAPERS: 10TH AIS 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

 NOVEMBER 2015: AAB UNIVERSITY, PRISTINE-KOSOVO
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affected to such extent by international migration. Due to the intense experience of 
migration (exodus) set against a background of post communist transition, poverty and 
underdevelopment (Albania and Kosovo) and even genocide, political repression and 
war (Kosovo) they are excellent laboratories for the study of migration and its impact 
on the contemporary societies. 
The organizers of this conference invite scholars from all over the world for research 
activity, comparative analysis and debate about the different aspects of migration, such as: 
 the theories about migration focused on push and pull factors, or macro-level and 

micro-level analysis; 
 the positive and negative aspects of migration on originated countries as well as the 

countries of destination; 
 the role of remittances in the net migratory countries, the dynamic and mutually 

interdependent relationship between migration and development; 
 the impact of migration on the social institutions, such as Culture Education, Politics, 

Family, Religious, Work, Economy, etc; 
 the international mobility of people as a controversial issue with attitudes ranging 

from openness and tolerance toward immigrants in good economic times, to 
reluctance and even xenophobia and resentment, particularly during times of 
economic slowdowns, unemployment, and financial insecurity; 

 the nature of the current wave of globalization is such that international mobility of 
goods (commodities) and capital (money) across countries is much freer than the 
international mobility of people (the people’s paradox of globalization); 

 the correlation of migration with the multiethnic heritage, ethnic (in)tolerance and 
(dis)integration (Balkans diary); 

 the Diaspora - home relations, the transnationalization, globalizing communitarianism 
beyond borders, multiculturalism, the personal and national identity and the state 
of inbetweenness,  hybridization of the societies; 

 the asymmetrical development of the world in the time of globalization, the disparities 
among and within countries and the basic question: How to face an unequal world?

Time and Place: 
20-21 November 2015 
AAB University, Pristine-Kosovo

Deadline for abstract submission: 
10th of September 2015; 24.00 GMT

Conference themes:
I. Central Theme: How the international migration is shaping contemporary 
 society and defining the future?
II. Other themes by 16 Thematic Sections:
 TS 01: Public Sphere, Communication, Culture and Arts
 TS 02:  Population & Migration
 TS 03:  Education
 TS 04:  Political Studies and Law Issues 
 TS 05:  Religion, Collective Behavior & Social Movements
 TS 06:  Marriage & Family
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 TS 07:  Integration and Globalization
 TS 08:  Childhood, Youth & Gender
 TS 09:  Organizations, professions and Work
 TS 10:  Theoretical, Comparative & Historical Studies
 TS 11:  Deviance & Social Control
 TS 12:  Ethnic Relations, Human Rights & Collective Goods
 TS 13:  Economy & Development
 TS 14:  Social Security & Public Health
 TS 15:  Technology & Innovations
 ST 16:  Students (BA, MA, PhD) 

Publishing:
1.  Proceedings (Program and Abstracts Book, organizers, plenary sessions, thematic 

sessions etc.); 
2.  In Special Issue of the International Scientific Journal “Social Studies” [ISSN 

2309-3455 (print); ISSN 2309-3471 (Online)]

How to present a paper:
1.  Choose the Session (Thematic Sections: ST01 – ST16) to which you wish to 

participate;
2.  Fill out the Paper Proposal Form and submit to the Conference Secretary. 

Please don’t submit more than two abstracts for the entire conference. In case 
when two abstracts are submitted those must not refer to a single Thematic 
Section; 

3.  Wait for the confirmation of abstract receipt. Those who do not receive 
confirmation within 10 days should contact the secretary of the conference;

4.  Wait for the Acceptance Letter;
5.  Contact with Secretary of the conference for the registration procedures;   
6.  Take the confirmation of the registration.
   
Accommodation and other details: to be announced one month before the 

conference

The Conference Secretary: 
Elda KUTROLLI – ALBSA Executive Secretary 
E-mail: aisconf2015@gmail.com; conference@instituti-sociologjise.al; 

We are looking forward to meeting you in Pristine, Kosovo in November 2015!
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Author’s name and Surname

University or Institution

Country

E-mail address:

Tel/Mobile:

Co-Authors (if any):

Thematic Session (ST01-ST16)

Abstract Title (not more than 15 words)

Abstract (150-250 words) 

Keywords (4-6 words)

The presentation: 1. Oral Presentation; 
2. Power point; 3. Distributed paper; 
4. Poster Presentation 

The conference documents you prefer:
1. Only the Conference book (Proceedings);
2. Proceedings and the certificate of 
participation;
3. Proceedings, the certificate of 
participation, and the publishing of 
full paper as article in the International 
Journal “Social Studies”;

If you are interested to publish the full 
paper as article in the International 
Journal “Social Studies”, your preferred 
language is: 1. English; 2. Albanian; 3. 
Italian; 4. Other language (specify);

Paper Proposal Form 

(Please, fill out the Paper Proposal Form and send it before 
10 of September 2015 24:00 GMT to the Conference secretary)
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